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Introduction 

The purpose of this manual is to present general policy, review procedures and design guidelines for 
homeowners intending to make any changes to their property or to the exterior of their home in Stone 
Ridge. Exterior modifications must not commence prior to obtaining written approval. A few will 
be charged for each project started or completed before receiving approval, effective for all 
applications dated October 1, 2014 and after, as referenced on pages 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12. The Design 
Guidelines are also intended to serve as a reference for members of the Architectural Review Committee 
(ARC), Covenants Committees (“Committee") and staff in reviewing projects submitted to them by 
homeowners. 
 
In general, the Design Guidelines have been prepared to guide the development of Stone Ridge with the 
following objectives: 
 

• To provide a framework for maintaining architectural and design quality. 
• To promote respect and sensitivity for the natural environment. 
• To encourage consistency and continuity of design while allowing flexibility for achieving creative 

design solutions. 
 

Architectural Review Committee, Covenants Committees, and 
the Review Process 
 
General 
 
The Architectural Review Committee (ARC) administers the design review process for all development on 
property that is subjected to the Declaration of Covenants for Stone Ridge ("Covenants"). The ARC 
currently consists of five homeowner volunteer members. The Secretary to the ARC is responsible for 
processing applications, scheduling meetings, providing information to applicants and reporting covenant 
violations.  The Covenants Committee (‘Committee’) ensures compliance with the Governing Documents 
and fosters harmony within the Community through reasoned and impartial adjudication of disputes 
within the Community. 
 
An application is attached to these guidelines.  To obtain additional applications, please go the Stone 
Ridge Homeowners Association website located at www.stoneridge-hoa.com.  If you have any questions 
or need assistance, please contact: 
 
Covenants Administrator 
Stone Ridge Association, Inc. 
24609 Nettle Mill Square 
Stone Ridge, VA 20105 
703-327-5179 
 
The Declaration of Covenants is recorded among the Land Records of Loudoun County and encumbers 
all residential land. Therefore, any clearing, grading, construction or improvements must be reviewed and 
approved by the ARC prior to implementation. Such construction or improvements include any visible 
additions, alterations or modifications to the exterior of properties or homes within Stone Ridge, whether 
permanent or temporary. 
 
The applicant (Owner) is responsible for complying with the provision of these Procedures and 
Guidelines, initiating the reviews and obtaining the required approvals. There are no exemptions or 
automatic approvals and each application will be reviewed on an individual basis. 
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Review 
 
The Secretary to the ARC will review the application and accompanying information for completeness. 
Submissions that do not have the necessary information for review shall be deemed to be incomplete and 
will be returned to the Owner. Complete submissions will be scheduled for ARC review at their next 
meeting. The ARC may require the Owner to formally present the design in person and provide more 
information as necessary in the event of a complex or major project. 
 
The ARC will consider any and all exterior elements of a project's design.  This includes but is not limited 
to size, bulk, organization, architectural style, detail, color, material, quality of workmanship, materials, 
harmony of design and all other factors that, in the opinion of the ARC, affect the appearance and 
suitability of the project. 
 
The ARC is required to render a decision and respond in writing within 45 days after receipt of the fully 
completed application and other requested information, if any.  
 
Approvals 
 
The ARC's approval of any proposed construction is within its sole discretion. The ARC may enforce or 
modify in whole or in part, any or all of these Procedures or Guidelines. 
 
Approval by the ARC does not relieve the Owner of the responsibility of obtaining all other necessary 
approvals and permits required by Loudoun County, the Commonwealth of Virginia and other agencies 
having jurisdiction over the project or improvement. The Applicant should contact Loudoun County 
before beginning any work to verify what additional approvals or permits are required.  Construction 
must not commence prior to receipt of written approval. A fee will be charged for each project 
started or completed before receiving approval, effective for all applications dated October 1, 2014 
and after.  
 
Notification of the ARC's final approval constitutes an agreement by the Applicant not to deviate from the 
approved plan unless such proposed deviation has been submitted to the ARC and has been subsequently 
approved by the ARC. 
 
The ARC may, at its discretion during the design review process, suggest alternative design solutions; 
however, such suggestions shall not necessarily constitute an approved design solution and the ARC shall 
not have any responsibility for ensuring or making any determination regarding compliance of such 
suggested design solutions with applicable governmental regulations and other requirements. 
 
Appeals 
 
Within ten business days after notice of an ARC decision has been mailed, the Owner may file, with the 
Secretary to the ARC, a written request that the ARC reconsider such decision. Any such request for 
reconsideration shall include a statement of the basis for such request and technical design information 
supporting such request. The ARC may require additional information in connection with any request for 
consideration. The Owner's written request for consideration may include a request to personally address 
the ARC at its next scheduled meeting. 
 

All reconsiderations will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, and the granting of a request for 
reconsideration, with respect to one project, does not imply or warrant that a similar request will be 
granted with respect to any other project. Each case will be reviewed on its own merits and in light of the 
overall objectives of these Design Guidelines. 
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After Approval 
 
If the Owner desires to make any changes to the approved plan during construction, the Owner must 
contact the Secretary to the ARC.  Construction must be completed as approved and any changes from the 
original plan must be approved prior to the start of construction. 
 
Inspection and Compliance 
 
Upon completion of any construction or alteration, the management agency or the ARC will inspect the 
property to confirm that construction is in compliance with the approved plans and to issue a certificate of 
compliance. Periodically, the management agency or the ARC may inspect Stone Ridge properties for 
compliance with design guidelines and covenant standards. The exterior of homes must be inspected upon 
resale as specified by the Virginia Property Owners Association Act (POAA). 
 
Violations 
 
In the event of a covenant violation, the management agency shall seek to obtain compliance informally 
through letters and personal contact with the Owner. If these efforts fail, the management agency shall 
inform the Owner of the violation in writing by certified mail, giving the Owner reasonable time in which 
to correct the violation. If the violation is not corrected to the satisfaction of the management agency, the 
matter shall be turned over to the Association Board of Directors, which shall then determine the 
appropriate course of action. Board actions may include, as appropriate and at the Board's discretion, any 
or all of the following: 
 

• Issuing a cease and desist notice requiring the Owner to correct the violation or to restore the 
affected area to its original condition notifying the mortgagee of the violation 

• Taking any other legal action a permitted by the County or the Commonwealth. 
 

Project Submission Requirements 
 
Since projects may vary greatly in scope and complexity, project submission requirements will also 
depend upon the specific improvement or modification. 
 
All improvements or modifications require submission of a completed Project Application Form, which 
is included in the front of this manual. Additional copies can be obtained from the Association office. 
 
The individual Design Guidelines provide the best source of information related to the project and list the 
specific items that MUST be included with the application. An owner must submit the following: 
 

1. Description – The application form requires a complete description of the alteration or 
improvement.  This includes a complete listing of materials to be used; overall dimensions - 
height, length, width, height above ground level, etc.; colors of the existing house, trim and roof 
colors. 

2. Site Survey/Plan – The site survey of the lot should be at a minimum scale of 1”=30’.  Survey 
must show the property dimensions, lot lines, easements, existing improvements and vegetation 
on applicant’s lot.  Contour lines may be required where drainage is a consideration and more 
complex applications may require larger scale (1”=10’ to 1”=20’ scale) enlargements of the plat 
plan of County approved development or site plans. 

3. Photographs of the existing condition. 
4. A brochure, catalogue photo, or manufacturer's information of what is proposed (if applicable). 
5. Material or color samples (if applicable). 
6. Neighbor’s signature. 
7. Estimated Start and Completion Dates for the project.  
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8. Owner’s signature 
9. $50.00 fee is required for each project started or completed before receiving written approval (if 

applicable, effective for all applications dated October 1, 2014 and after.)  
 
The completed application and related materials should be sent to: 
 
Covenants Administrator 
Stone Ridge Association 
24609 Nettle Mill Square 
Stone Ridge, VA 20105 
 
Faxed copies of any component of this application will not be accepted. All items must be mailed to 
the above address. Once the project has been approved, the project must commence within 30 days of 
the date of approval.  All projects are to be completed within six (6) months of the project approval date. 
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STONE RIDGE ASSOCIATION INC. 

ARCHITECTURAL IMPROVEMENT APPLICATION  
24609 Nettle Mill Square 
Stone Ridge, VA 20105 

703-327-5179 (Phone) 703-327-5729 (Fax) 
            
 
Name:  Mr. /Mrs. /Ms. _______________________________________ Date: ________________ 
 
Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section #: ______ Lot #: ______ Townhouse: ______ Single Family: ______ Condo: _________ 
 
Telephone: (H) ___________________ (W) ___________________ (Cell) __________________ 
 
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Proposed Start Date: ____________________ Proposed End Date: ________________________ 
 
Type of Project:  
_____ Deck     (Please Complete the Deck Section – Pg. 2) 
_____ Fence    (Please Complete the Fence Section – Pg. 2) 
_____ Patio    (Please Complete the Patio Section – Pg. 2) 
_____ Other Addition/Modification (Please Complete the Other Additions Section – Pg. 2) 
 
Purpose of application: 
_____ New application 
_____ Re-submittal with additional requested information 
_____ Modification to a previously approved application (change in materials or design.) 
 

Application Checklist 
The following items must accompany all applications. Incomplete applications will be returned. 
 

_____ All four (4) pages of this application including the signature page.  
_____ Architectural plans or scale drawings of the proposed project. 
_____ Building materials, colors, elevations, dimensions, relationship to existing structures, railing or       
           baluster details, samples and/or manufacturer’s brochure. 
_____ A copy of the property plat/site survey showing size, shape and location of improvement 
            to residence and to adjoining properties (include specific dimensions of improvements 
            and distance to property lines and adjoining properties). 
_____ Grading plan if changes to lot grading or drainage are proposed. 
_____ Photos of your lot and house clearly showing the location of the proposed project and 
            the relationship of the proposed project to adjoining properties. 
_____ Material and color samples 
_____ Signatures of all adjoining or affected property owners.  (Page 3 of this application.) 
_____ $50.00 fee for each project started or completed before receiving written approval, if 

applicable 
 

Page 1 of 4 

For office use only: 

Received on: ________ 

By: _________ 
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Deck Section:   
Dimensions:   
Width: (across the rear of the house) ________ Depth: (out from the house) __________ 
Highest elevation from ground level: ________ Post Size (min. 6”x6”): ___________  
Railing Type (describe if different from 2”x2” standard picket, include number and location of 
“sunburst” or other decorative features): ______________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Privacy Screen: Yes ____ No ____  

(Height, length, and location of privacy screen must be clearly shown on drawings) 
Type, color, and/or manufacturer of materials to be utilized: 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Fence Section:   
Total Dimensions of the fence: ________________________________________________ 
Style/Type: _______________________________________________________________ 
Type of Gate(s): ____________________________________________________________ 
Stain Color (please provide a sample): __________________________________________ 
Type of Materials to be utilized: _______________________________________________ 
Are there any existing property line fences?  Yes ____ No ____ 
 If yes, they must be clearly visible in the included photos and indicated on the property plat. 
 

Patio Section:    
Dimensions:   
Width: (across the rear of the house) ________ Depth: (out from the house) ____________ 
Type of Materials to be utilized: ________________________________________________ 

 
Other Additions or Modifications: 

Please provide a detailed explanation of the proposed project.  Include scale drawings with dimensions 
and benches, walls, planters, etc., materials utilized, color samples if applicable.  Also include 
photographs of your lot, yard and/or house where proposed project will take place. 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

Page 2 of 4 
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Guideline Compliance: 
 

This project complies with the current version of the Stone Ridge Association Design and Maintenance 
Standards dated August 4, 2014.  Yes _____   No _____    
 
If no, please provide a description of the unique circumstances or reasons for requesting a variance/waiver 
of the design guidelines.  Please note that applications requesting guideline variations will require review 
by the Architectural Review Committee and approval by the Board of Directors at the next regularly 
scheduled meeting.  ______________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Adjacent Property Owner Notification: 
By signing below you indicate that you are the owner of an adjacent property to the above listed property.  
Your signature only indicates your awareness of the project proposed in the attached application.  This does 
not signify your approval.  If you have concerns about this proposed plan you must notify the Association 
of specific concerns in writing within five (5) working days.  All comments must be signed; anonymous 
comments will not be considered.   
 
 
Name: _____________________________________ Telephone: ______________________ 
Section #: ______ Lot #: ______ Street Address: ___________________________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  ________________ 
 
 
 
Name: _____________________________________ Telephone: ______________________ 
Section #: ______ Lot #: ______ Street Address: ___________________________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  ________________ 
 
 
 
Name: _____________________________________ Telephone: ______________________ 
Section #: ______ Lot #: ______ Street Address: ___________________________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  ________________ 
 
 
 
Name: _____________________________________ Telephone: ______________________ 
Section #: ______ Lot #: ______ Street Address: ___________________________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  ________________ 
 
 

 
 
 

Page 3 of 4 
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By submission of this application, I understand and agree to the following: 
 
This modification may require a County building permit or may be subject to other governmental 
regulations. I agree to obtain all required city/county approvals.  Miss Utility will be contacted prior to the 
commencement of any construction. Approval of this application satisfies only the requirements of the 
Association and not any obligations to the County or others as may be required. 
 

I assume full responsibility for all landscaping, grading and/or drainage issues related to the improvements, 
including applicable replacing bonds or escrows posted by the Developer/Builder currently in place 
affecting the lot. All work associated with the project will be completed within the property lines.  Any 
damage to adjoining property, including common areas or injury to third party persons associated with the 
improvement will become the direct responsibility of the owner making the modification. 
 

No work on this proposal will commence until I have received written approval from the Association.  To 
do so is a violation of the Covenants of the Association and may result in my being required to remove an 
unapproved modification and restore my property to its original condition at my own expense if this 
application is disapproved. I also understand I may be held responsible for any legal fees incurred on behalf 
of the Association in enforcing this provision. A $50.00 application fee is required for each project 
started or completed before receiving written approval, effective for all applications dated October 
1, 2014 and after.  
 

An approval is contingent upon the construction being completed in a timely, professional and workmanlike 
manner as per the specifications as submitted in this application. 
 

The management agency or ARC of the Association may enter upon my property to make a routine 
inspection.  That there are architectural requirements addressed in the Declaration and Design and 
Maintenance Standards and a review process as established by the Board of Directors and may be amended 
from time to time. 
 
The approval authority granted by the Association, if so granted, will automatically expire should the 
proposed project not be commenced within 30 days of the approval or completed within 6 month of the 
approval. Variation from the original application in any way must be submitted in writing for approval of 
the Association. 
 

Owner/Applicant(s) 
 

Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  __________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  __________________ 
 

 
 

(For Committee Use Only) 
 

  Approved  Disapproved  Approved with Conditions 
 
Comments:___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Committee Representative: ____________________________________ Date: _____________ 

 
 
 

Page 4 of 4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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STONE RIDGE ASSOCIATION INC. 

NOTICE OF INTENT TO INSTALL AN APPROVED ANTENNA 
24609 Nettle Mill Square 
Stone Ridge, VA 20105 

703-327-5179 (Phone) 703-327-5729 (Fax) 
             
 
Name:  Mr. /Mrs. /Ms. ____________________________________________ Date: ________________ 
 
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section #: ______ Lot #: ______ Townhouse: ______ Single Family: ______ Condo: _________ 
 
Telephone: (H) _____________________ (W) ____________________ (Fax) ____________________ 
 
Email Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
If rented, tenant's name (Attach copy of notice informing the owner/landlord of tenant's intent to install an 
antenna). 
 
Type of Antenna: (Select the one that applies) 
____ Satellite Dish (39” or less in diameter)     ____ Television broadcast 
____ Multipoint distribution    ____ Wireless Internet 
 
Company Performing Installation: ___________________________________________ 
 
Permitted antenna locations: 

To the extent feasible, antennas should not be visible from the street.  The following priorities 
shall be observed in determining antenna locations: 

1) Mounted directly on the rear of the house or on a roof plane facing the rear. Generally below 
the peak of the roof so as not to be visible from the front of the house. 

2) Mounted on a pole in the rear yard or side yard toward the rear of the house. 
3) Mounted on a fence, generally where the antenna is below the top of the fence. 
4) If no clear signal may be obtained in any of the above locations, mounted on the ground or, if 

necessary, on a pole, in the front yard, or on the front plane of the house. 
This does not permit installation on Community Property, even if an acceptable quality signal cannot be 
received from the Owner's Lot. 
 
Proposed Location for Antenna/Dish:  ___________________________________________ 
 
I will comply with all of the Association's rules for installing, maintaining, and using antennas. I assume 
liability for any damage to Association and other Owners' property that occurs due to antenna installation, 
maintenance, and use. 
 
Owner/Applicant(s) 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:  __________________ 
 
 

For office use only: 

Received on: ________ 

By: _________ 
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Is a mast extending more than 12 feet above the roofline required for your antenna? 
 ___Yes    ___ No 
 
Is a mast extending higher than the distance from the installation to the lot line?   __Yes    __No 
 
If you responded "yes" to either question, please provide your reasons why such a mast is necessary. 
Include a detailed drawing of the installation plans, including: 
 
[] Description of the antenna and mast 
 
[] Exact location of the mast and antenna installation 
 
[] Description of the manner and method of installation 
 
[] Total height of the mast and the height it will extend beyond the roofline (Include an explanation of why 

the mast must extend to this height.) 
 
[] Manufacturer specifications regarding the installation of the mast 
 
Please provide a copy of the certificate of insurance of the contractor installing the antenna and the mast. 
 
Also indicate a date and time that would be convenient for you to meet with the Covenants Committee. (A 
list of preferable days and times is attached.) 
 
I will comply with all of the Association's rules for installing, maintaining, and using antenna masts. I 
assume liability for any damage to Association or other Owners' property that occurs due to mast 
installation, maintenance, and use. 
 
Signed: __________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone: _______________________ (Day) _____________________________ (Evening)  
 

 
Please return completed application to: 

Covenants Administrator 
Stone Ridge Association 
24609 Nettle Mill Square 
Stone Ridge, VA 20105 

stoneridge-hoa@stoneridgeinc.org 
703-327-5179 

  

Notification Form for Installation of Oversized Masts 
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Design Guidelines 
 
These Design Guidelines have been prepared in order to assist the ARC and Applicants with the design 
and review process. The ARC and ‘Committee’ is the sole interpreter of the Design Guidelines, monitors 
their effectiveness and amends or revises them as necessary in order to administer the process. Since the 
guidelines may be reviewed and revised from time to time, Applicants should contact the office of the 
Secretary to the ARC or the Management Company prior to submission if there are any questions and to 
confirm the status of specific guidelines or design issues. 
 
The ARC and ‘Committee’ reserves the right from time to time to remove or delete an item from a 
submission list or prohibited use or installation of such an item. 
 
These Design Guidelines contain both requirements and information or suggestions. Where the terms 
"shall" or "must" are used, the statement constitutes a mandatory requirement. Where the terms 
"preferred" or "should" are used, the statement constitutes informational direction provided for the 
guidance and convenience of Applicants but does not necessarily require the ARC or ‘Committee’ to 
approve the design elements referenced in such statement. 
 
 

Reference Documents 
 
Builders Design Guidelines 
Comprehensive Sign Package 
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Additions/Alterations (Major) 
 
General Considerations 
 
Additions/alterations may include any room additions or extensions, garages, carport enclosures, 
sunrooms, greenhouses, porches, etc. Additions shall be planned and designed with the same care and 
consideration as initial house construction. 
 
The addition/alteration shall be visually integrated with the existing house through the consistent and 
complementary use of architectural elements, materials, colors and other details. The design must be 
compatible with the existing house in style, character, scale, massing, materials, colors and surrounding 
homes. 
 
In general, additions/alterations to attached housing, such as townhouses, shall be limited to the options 
available in accordance with approved project standards established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The size and location of the addition should be appropriate in relation to the existing house and 
space available on the property. 

2. The addition should minimize any tree removal. 
3. The design and location should consider any adverse impact on neighboring properties that may 

result through the elimination of privacy or the removal of existing views. 
4. Changes in grade or drainage patterns must not adversely affect adjacent properties. If adjacent 

properties are adversely affected, owner is responsible for correction. 
5. The design of the addition should repeat significant architectural elements of the existing house 

such as roof lines, windows, trim details, materials and colors. 
6. The new roof pitch should, if possible, match that of the existing roof pitch. 
7. New windows and doors should be the same type, material and color as those of the existing house. 
8. Supplemental landscaping may be required to compensate for the removal of significant vegetation 

or to provide appropriate screening where necessary. 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, property lines and easements, and any  
accessory structures, significant vegetation; and the location of the proposed addition/alteration. 

2. Complete plan and elevation drawings, to scale, showing the existing house and the proposed 
addition/alteration. 

3. Photographs showing the house and the site, marked to show the location of the proposed 
addition/alteration. 

4. A list of all exterior materials and samples of proposed colors. 
5. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of items, such as exterior light fixtures, as 

applicable, including sizes, materials and colors. 
6. A landscape plan, as applicable, or required. 
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Air Conditioners/Heat Pumps 
Revised 9/28/11 
 
General Considerations 
 
Air conditioning units extending from windows or protruding from the existing structure are prohibited. 
Additional exterior air conditioning units that are typically installed on a ground level pad shall be located 
so as to minimize their visual and acoustical impact on neighboring properties.   
 
Generally, no application is required for the replacement of existing approved equipment of a similar size 
and appearance in the currently approved location.  
 
An Architectural Improvement Application is required for all relocations of air conditioners or heat 
pumps.  
 
The only permitted air conditioner and/or heat pump screening is landscaping, which requires approval. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The size and appearance of the proposed air conditioner and heat pump unit should be appropriate 
for its residential setting. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, significant vegetation, property lines, and the 
location of the proposed air conditioner and/or heat pump. 

2. Photographs showing the existing house and property. 
3. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the unit including its dimensions and 

color. 
4. When applying for screening, provide a planting plan indicating the proposed type and location of 

exiting or proposed vegetation. 
 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Maintain unit(s) to be rust and damage free and maintain original manufacturer’s color.  Units 
shall be kept free of debris up to and including top, bottom and sides of each unit.  

2. Maintain landscape screening so all plant material is alive and appropriately pruned. 
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Antennas/Satellite Dishes 
Revised 1/25/13 
 
Antennas/satellite dishes should be selected and located, to the extent possible, to minimize their 
appearance from the street and neighboring properties. The location should take advantage of screening 
provided by existing structures and/or vegetation. 
 
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has adopted rules for Over-the-Air-Reception Devices 
(“OTARD” rules). The OTARD rules protect a property owner or tenant’s right to install, maintain or use 
an antenna to receive video programming from direct broadcast satellites (DBS), broadband radio services 
(formerly referred to as multichannel multipoint distribution services or MMDS), television broadcast 
stations (TVBS), and customer-end antennas that receive and transmit fixed wireless signals. The 
Association, under the OTARD rules and the FCC Telecommunications Act of 1996, is allowed to 
enforce rules relating to the means, method, and location of installation, as long as these rules do not 
prevent, unreasonably delay, or unreasonably increase the cost of antenna/satellite dish installation, 
maintenance, or use, or preclude the receipt of an acceptable quality signal.  
 
Please note that the law does not allow residents to install antennas/satellite dishes on Community 
Property. A guide to the FCC Over-the-Air-Reception Devices Rule and a copy of the FCC 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 may be found online by visiting www.fcc.gov 
You should be aware that antennas/satellite dishes must be properly located and installed to receive an 
acceptable quality signal. Therefore, you are advised to ensure that good reception is possible before 
purchasing equipment, signing any agreement for the rental of equipment or subscribing to any 
telecommunications service.  
 
All installations must comply with all applicable codes and antennas/satellite dishes and masts shall be 
installed and secured in a manner that complies with all applicable county and state laws and regulations, 
and manufacturer’s instructions. The Owner, prior to installation, shall provide the Association with a copy 
of any applicable governmental permit. Antenna/satellite dish owners shall be liable for any personal injury, 
property damage, and voiding of warranties that occur due to the antenna/satellite dish installation. 
 
Before installing any antenna/satellite dish, you should submit a completed Notice of Intent to Install an 
Approved Antenna (page 13) to the Architectural Review Committee. The installation of wires and cables, 
including those used to convey radio, television, or telecommunication signals, shall be hidden, buried, or 
secured flush with the side of each house so as to minimize their visibility   
 
General Considerations 
 

1. All DBS, MMDS, and TVBS antennas that are one meter (39”) or less in diameter may be installed.  
2. All antennas not covered by the OTARD rules are prohibited. 
3. The installation of transmission-only antennas is prohibited unless approved by the Architectural 

Review Committee.  
4. Antennas/satellite dishes and masts shall be installed solely within an Owner’s lot and shall not be 

installed on Community Property. To the extent feasible, the following priorities shall be observed 
in determining antenna/satellite locations: 

a. Mounted directly on the rear of the house or on a roof plane facing the rear. Generally 
below the peak of the roof so as not to be visible from the front of the house. 

b. Mounted on a pole in the rear yard or side yard toward the rear of the house. 
c. Mounted on a fence generally where the antenna is below the top of the house. 
d. If no clear signal may be obtained in any of the above locations, mounted on the ground, 

or if necessary, on a pole in the front yard or on the front plane of the house.  
5. Antennas/satellite dishes and masts shall not encroach upon Community Property or any other 

Owner’s Lot.  
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6. If acceptable quality signals can be received by placing an antenna/satellite dish inside a Living 
Unit without unreasonable delay or unreasonable cost increase, then outdoor installation may be 
prohibited.  

7. To the maximum extent possible, antennas/satellite dishes shall be located in a place shielded from 
public view and from the view of other lots. If feasible, antennas/satellite dishes should be placed 
in the rear yard of the Owner’s Lot. However, nothing in this rule would require the installation in 
a location from which an acceptable quality signal cannot be received, as certified in writing by a 
licensed installer. Even if an acceptable quality signal cannot be received from the Owner’s Lot, 
installation on Community Property is prohibited.  

8. Antennas/satellite dishes shall be no larger nor installed higher than is absolutely necessary for the 
reception of an acceptable quality signal.  

9. All installations shall be completed so that they do not damage Community Property or the Lot or 
Living Unit of any other Owner, or in any way impair the integrity of any structures on Community 
Property or other Owners Lot.  

10. Antennas/satellite dishes must be secured so that they do not jeopardize the soundness or safety of 
any other Owner’s Lot or the safety of any person at or near the antennas/satellite dishes, including 
damage from wind velocity based upon a unique location.   

11. Antennas/satellite dishes shall be permanently and effectively grounded in order to prevent 
electrical and fire damage.  

12. Antennas/satellite dishes and masts must be installed by licensed and insured contractors.  
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Antennas/satellite dishes and masts are required to withstand wind gusts up to 80 mph, and shall 
be designed to withstand the pressure of snow and ice. 

2. Antennas/satellite dishes shall be placed within a safe distance from electrical and other utility 
lines and apparatus (above-ground or buried) and in no event shall antennas be placed where they 
may come into contact with such utility lines and apparatus. The purpose of this requirement is to 
prevent injury or damage resulting from contact with such utility lines and apparatus. 

3. Antennas/satellite dishes located on the ground and visible from the street or from other Lots 
must be camouflaged by existing landscaping or fencing, if an acceptable quality signal may be 
received from such placement. If no such existing landscaping or screening exists, the 
Association may require antennas to be screened by new landscaping or screening of reasonable 
cost. Camouflaging antennas may not be unreasonably expensive. The Association may require 
more expensive screening, if the Association chooses to fund part of the cost. 

4. Antennas/satellite dishes shall not obstruct a driver's view of an intersection or street. 
5. Antenna/satellite dish masts and any visible cables/wiring must be painted to match the color of 

the structure to which it is installed, unless such paint will degrade the signal. 
6. Satellite dish colors should remain as purchased. Preferred colors are black, gray, tan, and other 

neutral tones. Where other color options exist, they should be harmonious in color with the 
architecture of the house. Masts shall be painted to match to match the satellite dish.  

7. No commercial advertising, other than the manufacturer’s brand name shall be allowed.  
8. Mast height may be no higher than absolutely necessary to receive acceptable quality signals. 
9. Masts that extend 12 feet or less beyond the roofline may be installed subject to the regular 

notification process (see below). Masts that extend more than 12 feet above the roofline must be 
approved by the Architectural Review Committee before installation due to safety concerns posed 
by wind loads and the risk of falling antennas and masts. 

10. Masts installed on a roof shall not be installed nearer to the Lot line than the total height of the 
mast and antenna structure above the roof. The purpose of this regulation is to protect persons and 
property that would be damaged if the mast were to fall during a storm or from other causes. 
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Submission Requirements 
 

1. A completed Notice of Intent to Install an Approved Antenna for each antenna/satellite dish to be 
placed on the lot shall be submitted to the Architectural Review Committee prior to installation. If 
the installation is routine (i.e., the installation conforms to all of the above rules and restrictions), 
the installation may begin immediately.  

2. A tenant desiring to install an antenna/satellite dish(s) shall provide prior written notification to 
the Owner of the Lot. A copy of such written notice must be furnished with the Notice of Intent to 
Install Antenna. 

3. Antennas/satellite dishes and masts that extend 12 feet above the roofline must be approved prior 
to installation due to safety concerns posed by wind loads and the risk of falling antennas/satellite 
dishes and masts. All applications for a mast longer than 12 feet must include a detailed 
description of the structure and anchorage of the antenna and the mast, as well as an explanation 
of the necessity for a mast higher than 12 feet, as certified in writing by a licensed installer. If this 
installation will pose a safety hazard to residents and personnel of the Association, then the 
Association may prohibit such installation. 

 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Owners shall be responsible for antenna/satellite dish maintenance and repair 
2. Owners are responsible for all costs associated with the antenna/satellite dish including, but not 

limited to, costs to: 
a. Place (or replace), repair, maintain, and move or remove antennas/satellite dishes; 
b. Repair damages to the Community Property, other Lots, and any other property damaged 

by antenna/satellite dish installation, maintenance or use;  
c. Pay medical expenses incurred by persons injured by antenna/satellite dish installation, 

maintenance, or use; and 
d. Reimburse residents or the Association for damages caused by antenna/satellite dish 

installation, maintenance, or use, including reasonable legal fees and costs should the 
Association prevail in an action to require an Owner to remove or relocate an antenna 
from an improper location. 

3. Owners shall not permit their antennas/satellite dishes to fall into disrepair or to become a safety 
hazard. 

4. Owners shall be responsible for antenna/satellite dish repainting or replacement if the exterior 
surface of the antenna/satellite dish deteriorates. 

5. An Owner shall promptly remove an antenna if service to the antenna is discontinued. 
6. Antenna/satellite dish removal requires restoration of the installation location to its original 

condition. Owners shall be responsible for all costs relating to restoration of this location. 
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Attic Ventilators 
Revised 10/18/11 
 
General Considerations 
 
Attic ventilating equipment shall be selected, located and installed so as to minimize its appearance on the 
house as well as visibility from neighboring properties and the street. 
 
Generally, no application is required for the replacement of existing approved ventilators of a similar size 
and appearance in the currently approved location. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Attic ventilators shall not extend more than 12" above the roof surface 
2. Attic ventilators that are powered by a small solar panel may be considered by application only.   

Flush mounted solar ventilators are preferred.  However, a panel with an adjustable bracket not to 
exceed 9” may be considered. 

3. Attic ventilators shall be painted a flat black or a flat finish paint to match the roof color. Gable 
vents shall be painted the color of the siding or trim in which installed, and ridge vents finished in 
the same color as the roof. 

4. Attic ventilators shall be located to the rear of the roof ridge line and/or gable and shall not extend 
above the highest point of the roof. 

5. Although discouraged, wall units may be approved provided they are located on side or rear walls 
and do not adversely impact-neighboring properties. 

6. Rotating or wind-powered turbine ventilators will generally not be approved because of their size 
and movement. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the ventilator equipment including dimensions and 
information about its material and color. 

2. Drawings or photograph of its proposed location, including the material and color of the surface. 
 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Maintain unit(s) to be rust and damage free and maintain painted color matching the roof. 
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Awnings 
Revised 2/6/13 
 
General Considerations 
 
In general, sun control achieved through interior window treatments and/or landscaping is preferred over 
the installation of individual awnings on windows. 
 
Awnings must be an appropriate size for the area in which they are to be located, with consideration for 
the physical and visual impact on adjacent properties. The awning shall be harmonious in style, detail, 
material, and color with the architecture of the house.  
 
No application is required for the replacement of any existing approved awnings that are similar in style 
and color to the original.  
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Generally, individual awnings are prohibited on front elevations or other locations visible from 
the street. 

2. Vinyl or canvas are the preferred awning materials and shall be harmonious in style, detail, 
material, and color with the architecture of the house and adjacent properties. 

3. Hard surface awnings, such as aluminum or molded plastic are prohibited.   
4. No fringes shall be allowed. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the awning including dimensions and information 
about its material and color. 

2. Drawings or photograph of its proposed location, including the material and color of the surface. 
3. A marked up copy of the existing plat map showing the proposed awning location.  
 

Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Awnings should be kept in quality condition at all times and shall be free of fading, fraying, tears, 
mildew, or mold, etc.  
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Basketball Goals 
Revised 9/11/12 
 
General Considerations 
 
When locating basketball goals the size of the property, relationship to adjacent residences, and screening 
provided by existing and/or proposed structures, and/or vegetation are important factors to consider.  
 
Due to the close proximity of units, basketball goals are not permitted in townhouses (attached housing).  
 
An Architectural Improvement Application is required for all basketball goals. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Portable basketball goals must be stabilized by filling the base with water or sand according to 
manufacturer’s instructions.  No other form of weighting, for example: cinder blocks, bricks, 
bagged sand, mulch, or gravel etc. is acceptable.  

2. No more than one basketball goal will be permitted on any property. 
3. The required location for any basketball goal is in a driveway. In special circumstances, 

applications for basketball goals located in the rear yard of single family homes will be reviewed 
on a case-by-case basis.    

4. Metal poles will have a black or brown finish.  
5. No building-mounted basketball goal shall be allowed. 
6. The basketball goal must be kept to manufacturer’s specifications.  No chain netting is permitted.  

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A marked up copy of the existing plat showing the proposed basketball goal location.  
2. A catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the basketball goal, including dimensions, 

materials, and colors. 
 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Netting must be properly attached to goal at all times.   
2. Basketball goals must be rust and damage free. 
3. Basketball goals must be kept in the upright position. 
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Chimneys/Flues 
Revised 2/6/13 
 
General Considerations 
 
All chimney/ metal flue additions/designs, which includes modifications to previously approved 
applications, must be submitted and reviewed for compatibility with existing design guidelines and 
architectural character.  
 
Chimney/ metal flue additions should be planned and designed with care and consideration to the style 
and design of the house and shall be visually integrated with the architecture of the house. Consideration 
must be given to the physical and visual impact on all adjacent properties. The design and location shall 
be compatible in color, configuration, detail, material, scale, and style with the architecture of the house 
and must be in compliance with all applicable building and zoning regulations.  
 
Metal flues shall be selected, located and installed so as to minimize their appearance on the house and 
visibility from neighboring properties and the street. 
 
The installation of a chimney/flue in attached housing (townhouse) shall be in accordance with the 
approved project standards for chimneys/flues established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. All exterior masonry chimneys must be constructed to grade and shall not be suspended above the 
ground. 

2. All chimneys shall be constructed to be harmonious in detail, material, and color to the architecture 
of the house  

3. All masonry chimneys must be constructed to match stone, brick and/or other masonry materials 
used elsewhere on the house. 

4. A rooftop metal flue shall be located on the side least visible from neighboring properties (usually 
the rear sloping roof), shall be no higher than the minimum height required by the County 
building code, and shall be painted flat black or a flat finish paint to match the roof color. 

5. Wooden enclosures of flues shall be constructed of the same materials as the house siding, trim and 
color. 

6. Generally, direct-vent (through the wall) metal flues will not be approved on an elevation that is 
visible from the street or is visibly obtrusive. 

7. Direct-vent metal flues shall be painted a flat finish exterior heat resistant paint of the same color 
as the wall through which installed.  Any peeling of the metal flue paint will require repainting. 

8. Firewood shall be kept neatly stacked and located to the rear of the residence, within owners' 
property lines. In certain cases, screening may be required. Firewood piles must not contain any 
other items, materials, or debris.  Piles must not exceed four feet in height for safety. Location 
should be in such a manner as to minimize visual impact. Owner will be requested to remove if the 
above conditions are not followed. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs showing the house and property, marked to indicate location of the proposed 
chimney/flue. 

2. Detailed elevation drawings, to scale, showing the proposed location of the chimney/flue, and the 
location of windows, doors overhangs, and other relevant architecture. 

3. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, any accessory structures, significant vegetation, 
property lines, and the location of the proposed chimney/flue.  

4. A list of all materials and proposed colors. 
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5. If architectural enclosure of the flue is proposed a list of all materials and proposed colors. 
6. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of rooftop and direct-vent metal flues, 

associated spark arrestors and other accessories, including dimensions, and color. 
 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. All chimneys/flues shall be kept in quality condition and shall remain free of any damage or 
deterioration.  

2. Metal flues must remain free of fading, rust, or peeling, etc. and shall require repainting as 
needed.  

3. Masonry chimneys shall remain free of loose bricks, cracks, vegetation, or any animal habitats.  
4. All integrated chimney/flue components, such as crowns, hearths, wooden flue enclosures, and 

other accessory structures shall remain free of fading, splintering, mold, breakage or other 
damage.   
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Color Changes 
Revised 4/18/17 
 
General Considerations 
 
All color and material changes, which includes modifications to previously approved applications and any 
change in hue/shade, must be submitted and reviewed for compatibility with current design guidelines 
and architectural character.  This guideline shall apply to the house siding, doors, shutters, trim, roofing, 
and other exterior structures.  All color change applications will be reviewed for compatibility with the 
applicant’s house, adjoining houses, and the neighborhood. 
 
Color and material changes shall be appropriate in appearance and quality to the style and design of the 
house. All color and material changes should be planned and designed with care and consideration to the 
physical and visual impact on surrounding properties and the natural environment. Exterior colors should 
be selected to be harmonious with the architecture of the house and all adjacent properties. Bright or 
intense colors are prohibited. 
 
Painting and/or staining concrete stairs/stoops/landings or porches is permitted, however, homeowners are 
warned that painted concrete requires a high level of maintenance and the homeowner will be required to 
perform necessary repainting or re-staining. Colors must be compatible with the existing colors and 
materials of the house.  
 
No application is required for repainting/re-staining, or the replacement of an exterior element with a 
color/medium that is identical to that which is being replaced.  In attached housing (townhouses) exterior 
element colors and materials must be selected from the original color palette offered by the builder. No two 
adjoining townhouses may share the same front door, shutter, or siding color. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
  

1. Exterior color schemes for all additions, renovations, modifications and new construction must be 
submitted for review and approval. 

2. Proposed colors and materials must be compatible with other existing or proposed exterior colors 
and materials on the house, such as roofing, siding, etc. 

3. When repainting, generally, the entire house is to be repainted at the same time.  
4. Wood fencing must be protected with stain to prevent an uneven weathered appearance. Clear or 

natural wood toned stain color is preferred and should comply with the guidelines for Fences (see 
page 42). No application is required for re-staining with a color identical to that of a previously 
approved application.  

5. When repainting/re-staining, use of the same manufacturer of paint/stain is important; considerable 
variation may exist between color "names" of different manufacturers. Paint color accuracy is the 
responsibility of the homeowner.   

 
Approved Colors 
 
Where available, the color identification numbers corresponding to each color are provided below. The 
Association does not endorse Duron, McCormick Pains or Sherwin Williams any more than other paint 
vendors. The information below is provided only as a courtesy to residents. Other paint companies may 
be able to match the colors below using the original color names and/or identification numbers. Color and 
color combinations other than those found in this document may be permitted on an individual basis. All 
color changes require prior approval, even when changing to any of the below colors.   
 
Paint Codes: D = Duron, M = McCormick Paints, SW = Sherwin Williams “crossover” colors 
(similar matching colors but with different names than the ones on the approved list below.) 
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A. Savannah Homes 
 

Trim Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 
Amber White (D #922, M #101-M, SW #6140) Sandstone (D #8AL) 
Beige  Sierra (D #5692M) 
Champagne (D #5661W) Slippery Shale (M #8328) 
Coastal Dune Super White (M #100) 
Colonial White (D #810, M #118, SW #6147) Tan 
Cream True White 
Kingston Clay (M #120) Utility Wear (D #8464) 
Linen Weathered White (D #8442) 
Maison Blanche (D #7526, SW #7526) Westover Hills (D #8496) 
Mushroom Basket (D #8712, SW #8712) Wheat (D #923, M #108, SW #7678) 
One Coat White (D #914) White Delight (D #8436) 
Putty Hill (D #442) Wood Cut (D #8694M) 
Sage 
 

Shutter Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

Shutters may be painted the same color as the front door or one of the following colors: 
 
RED GREY 
Bordeaux (D #2717, SW #2717) Richwood Grey 
Burgundy (D #0027MA) Tuxedo Grey (D #018MA) 
Richwood Red 
Winestone BLUE 
 Classic Blue (D #036MA) 
BROWN Dark Navy 
Federal Brown (D #009MA) Midnight Blue (D #166MA) 
Musket Brown (D #010MA) 
 BLACK 
GREEN Black (D #002MA) 
Blackwatch Green 
Forest Green (D #973) WHITE 
Georgetown Green (D #979, M #220, SW #6994) Cream (D #0020MA) 
Midnight Green (D #122MA) 
 

Front Door Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

RED GREY 
Bordeaux (D #2717, SW #2717 Cobblestone Grey (D #826, M #215, SW #7745) 
Burgundy Red (D #0027MA) Hearthstone (D #996, M #216, SW #2848) 
Farmhouse Red (D #948, M #217) 
Old Colonial Red (D #949, M #225, SW #7595) BLUE 
 Aspiration (D #841) 
BROWN Caroline Slate (D #999, M #226, SW #7625) 
Deep Forest Brown (D #830, M #224) Chesapeake Blue (D #449, M #449, SW #6223) 
Old Carriage Brown (D #223) Classic Blue (D #036MA) 
Olympic Pine (D #8596) Midnight Blue (D #166MA) 
 Wedgewood Blue (D #004MA) 
GREEN  
Alligator (D #AC093) BLACK 
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Forest Green (D #973, SW #6475) Black (D #980, M #200, SW #6258) 
Foxhall Green (D #978, M #220, SW #6994) 
Georgetown Green (D #979, M #220, SW #6994) 
Midnight Green (D #122MA) 
 
B. Single Family Homes 
 

Trim Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

Amber White (D #922, M #101-M, SW #6140) Super White (M #100) 
Colonial White (D #810, M #118, SW #6147) True White  
One Coat White (D #914) 
 

Shutter Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

Shutters may be painted the same color as the front door or one of the following colors: 
 
RED GREY 
Bordeaux (D #2717, SW #2717) Richwood Grey 
Burgundy Red (D #0027MA) Tuxedo Grey (D #018MA) 
Richwood Red 
Wineberry (D #0078MA) BLUE 
 Classic Blue (D #036MA) 
BROWN Dark Navy  
Federal Brown (D #009MA) Midnight Blue (D #166MA) 
Musket Brown (D #010MA) 
 BLACK 
GREEN Black (D #002MA) 
Blackwatch Green 
Forest Green (D #973) 
Georgetown Green (D #979, M #220, SW #6994) 
Midnight Green (D #122MA) 
 

Front Door Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

RED GREY 
Bordeaux (D #2717, SW #2717) Cobblestone Grey (D #826, M #215, SW #7745) 
Farmhouse Red (D #948, M #217) Hearthstone (D #996, M #216, SW #2848) 
Old Colonial Red (D #949, M #225, SW #7595) 
Persian Plum (D #935, M #480, SW #9594) BLUE 
 Aspiration (D #841) 
BROWN Carolina Slate (D #999, M #226, SW #7625) 
Deep Forest Brown (D #830, M #224) Fells Point (D #448M, M #448, SW #6237) 
Old Carriage Brown (M #223) Midnight Blue (D #166MA) 
 
GREEN BLACK 
Forest Green (D #973, SW #6475) Black (D #980, M #200, SW #6258) 
Foxhall Green (D #978, M #202, SW #6209) 
Georgetown Green (D #979, M #220, SW #6994) 
Midnight Green (D #122MA) 
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C. Townhouses 
 

Trim Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

Amber White (D #922, M #101-M, SW #6140) Colonial White (D #810, M #118, SW #6258) 
 

Shutter Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

Shutters may be painted the same color as the front door or one of the following colors: 
 
RED GREY 
Bordeaux (D #2717, SW #2717) Richwood Grey 
Burgundy Red (D #0027MA) Tuxedo Grey (D #018MA) 
Dark Berry 
Winestone BLUE 
 Classic Blue (D #036MA) 
BROWN Dark Navy  
Federal Brown (D #009MA) Midnight Blue (D #166MA) 
Musket Brown (D #010MA) 
Spanish Moss (D #144MA) BLACK 
Spruce (D #0186MA) Black (D #002MA) 
 
GREEN 
Blackwatch Green 
Forest Green (D #973, SW #6475) 
Georgetown Green (D #979, M #220, SW #6994) 
Midnight Green (D #122MA) 
 

Front Door Colors (exterior semi-gloss paint) 
 

RED GREY 
Farmhouse Red (D #948, M #217) Cobblestone Grey (D #826, M #215, SW #7745) 
Old Colonial Red (D #949, M #225, SW #7595) Hearthstone (D #996, M #216, SW #2848) 
Persian Plum (D #949, M #225, SW #7595) 
 BLUE 
BROWN Aspiration (D #841) 
Deep Forest Brown (D #830, M #224) Carolina Slate (D #999, M #226, SW #7625) 
Old Carriage Brown (M #223) Fells Point (D #448M, M #448, SW #6237) 
 Valley Forge (D #8506, SW #6230) 
GREEN Winter Sea (D #8565) 
Earthbound Green (D #AC091) 
Forest Green (D #973, SW #6475) BLACK 
Foxhall Green (D #978, M #202, SW # 6209) Black (D #980, M #200, SW #6258) 
Georgetown Green (D #979, M #220, SW #6994) 
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Decks 
Behr PremiumWood Coatings “DeckOver” 

or Similar Product 
 

Chocolate SC-129   Sable SC-135 
Russet SC – 117   Wood Chip SC-111 
DarkWalnut PFC-25  Padre Brown SC-105 
Valise SC-123    Coffee SC-103 

 
Trex Product Colors 

 
Greys 
 

Pebble Grey    Gravel Path 
 

Browns 
 

Tiki Torch    Saddle 
Woodland Brown   Spiced Rum 
Vintage Lantern   Lava Rock 

   Madeira    Fire Pit 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs showing the house and marked to indicate the proposed location of all color/material 
changes, and all components proposed for color/material changes. 

2. Where a change in material is proposed, such as the addition of siding or brick, include elevation 
drawings, to scale, showing the location of all areas proposed to be changed. 

3. A brochure, catalogue photo, or manufacturer’s information of all proposed color/material changes. 
Identify the manufacturer, material and specific color "name"; and provide chips of all proposed 
paints or stains keyed to the elements to be finished. 

4.   List of colors of all adjacent homes. 
 

Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. All painted/stained exterior elements shall remain free of peeling, fading, splintering, mold, 
breakage, or other damage.  
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Compost Bins 
Revised 1/15/13 
 
General Considerations 
 
All compost bins must be submitted and reviewed for compatibility with current design guidelines and 
architectural character prior to construction/installation. Compost bins shall be selected and located so as 
to minimize their physical, visual, and environmental impact on any adjacent properties. The location 
shall be as far as possible from neighboring properties, common areas, or streets, and screening shall be 
provided by existing or proposed structures and/or vegetation. 
 
The installation of compost bins must be harmonious in configuration, detail, material, and color with the 
architecture of the house. 
 
Because compost bins attract rodents and insects; care should be taken to avoid these situations.  Only 
controlled compost structures will be considered. Compost piles and pits are prohibited.  
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The preferred location is in the rear yard; compost bins are prohibited in front yards. No more 
than one bin will be permitted on any property. 

2. The size of a compact compost bin is generally limited to 4' in height and 4'W x 4'D in dimension. 
3. The bin shall be self-contained, sturdily constructed of durable wood, plastic, or metal, and 

finished in a muted color. Wood bins shall be stained within 1 (one) year of construction. Clear or 
natural wood toned stain color is preferred and must be submitted/approved by the Architectural 
Review Committee as part of the compost bin application.  

4. If visible from neighboring properties, common areas, or public/private streets, the bin must be 
screened by fencing or vegetation. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, any accessory structures, significant vegetation, 
property lines, and the location of the proposed compost bin. 

2. Current photographs showing the existing property marked to show the location of the proposed 
bin.  

3. If pre-manufactured, include a catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the compost 
bin, including dimensions, material, and color. 

4. If constructed, include a plan and elevation drawing(s) identifying dimensions, material, and color. 
5. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicating the proposed type and location of 

vegetation or other screening, existing or proposed. 
 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Properly maintain compost bin to be damage free and controlled to minimize its physical, visual, 
and environmental impact on all adjacent properties. 

2. Bins must remain free of peeling, fading, splintering, mold, or other breakage.  
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Decks  
Revised 4/18/17 
 
General Considerations 
 
Due to the significant physical and visual impact and the potential to affect the privacy of adjacent 
properties, all deck designs, including modifications or additions to previously approved applications, 
must be submitted and reviewed for compatibility with design guidelines and architectural character.  
 
In general, the deck shall be an appropriate size for the area in which it is to be located, with consideration 
for its physical and visual impact on adjacent properties.  It shall be harmonious in configuration, detail, 
material, style and color with the architecture of the house and in compliance with all applicable building 
and zoning regulations.  
 
Any deck enhancements or accessory structures, such as, but not limited to, wood stains, gazebos, 
screened porches, trellises, stairs, lighting, privacy screens, permanent flower boxes, etc. should be 
included with the deck application. 
 
All decks, including their rails, landings and supporting posts should be constructed of cedar, redwood, 
pressure treated lumber or wood colored composite materials or white vinyl of Trex quality.  
Consideration should be given to long term weathering effects such as rot, mold, mildew, warping, 
cracking boards, protruding nails, etc. Wooden portions of the deck shall be stained or coated within one 
year of construction. Decks require regular maintenance to prevent fading, peeling, or other types of 
deterioration. 
 
Clear or natural wood toned stain colors are preferred and must have a warranty of 3 years or more in 
accordance with manufacturer’s application instructions.  As an alternative, solid color coating products 
(Behr Premium Deck Over or similar) may be used. Approved colors shall match Trex colors (see Color 
Changes section). Additional colors approved upon review by the ARC. Color samples, including clear 
stains, must be included with the application and shall require approval of the Architectural Review 
Committee. 
 
All modifications or additions to an approved existing deck, including modifications to previously 
approved applications, must be submitted and reviewed for compatibility with design guidelines and 
architectural character, and shall be harmonious in configuration, detail, material, style, and color as the 
approved existing deck.  
 
For single family home (detached) deck guidelines see Paragraph A. For townhouse (attached) deck 
guidelines, see Paragraph B.  
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. No approval is required if applying a clear coat (no color). 
2. Decks and stairs are to be located in the rear yard; however designs that project into the side yard 

may be considered on a case-by-case basis. Street facing side yard decks will be reviewed for 
Savannah Homes on a case-by-case basis. 

3. Stairs should be parallel or perpendicular to the edge of the deck or be set immediately adjacent to 
the deck.   

4. Upper-level decks shall be attached directly to the house.  Only ground level decks may be 
approved as freestanding decks. 

5. Stairs should be parallel or perpendicular to the edge of the deck or be set immediately adjacent to 
the deck.   

6. A solid trim board shall be provided on any open side of the deck to conceal the joists and cut ends 
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of the decking.  Trim board must match the railings and pickets in material and color. 
7. Deck shall be constructed in such a way that visible cross braces are not required. 
8. No deck railing shall begin or end anywhere within a window or door opening.  
9. Any changes in grade or drainage pattern shall not adversely affect adjoining properties.  If 

drainage is adversely affected, the owner is responsible for correction and any damaged suffered 
by adjoining properties.  

10. Design and location should minimize any tree removal. 
11. Lighting shall be low voltage and non-invasive to adjacent properties or common areas. Lights 

shall be installed below the railing level.  
12. All privacy screens and railings shall be a uniform height. 
13. For enclosed upper level decks, see the design guidelines for porches/screened porches and 

sunrooms/greenhouses. 
 

Permitted Solid Color Deck Stains: 
 

Behr PremiumWood Coatings “DeckOver” 
or Similar Product 

 
Chocolate SC-129   Sable SC-135 
Russet SC – 117   Wood Chip SC-111 
DarkWalnut PFC-25  Padre Brown SC-105 
Valise SC-123    Coffee SC-103 

 
Trex Product Colors 

 
Greys 

Pebble Grey   Gravel Path 
 

Browns 
 

Tiki Torch    Saddle 
Woodland Brown   Spiced Rum 
Vintage Lantern   Lava Rock 
Madeira    Fire Pit 

 
A.  Single Family (Detached) Homes  

 
A ground-level deck is less than thirty (30") inches in elevation at any point.   
 
Any decks that are thirty inches (30”) or more at the highest point above grade shall require handrails.   
Handrail height (measured from the deck floor) shall be between thirty-six (36") inches and forty-two (42") 
inches.  
 

1. Railing pickets must be 2" x 2" vertical members.  Patterns (e.g. Sunburst, Chippendale) are 
permitted as accents only.  The number and locations of the patterns shall be denoted on the 
application. Only non-decorative pickets, balusters, spindles, etc. are permitted. Straight, non-
decorative, black metal pickets will also be considered on a case-by-case basis.   Stair railings 
shall be identical to the predominant design of the deck railing. For examples see Figures 1-4 
below.  
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Figure 1 – Standard    Figure 2 - Sunburst 

    
  Figure 3 – Chippendale   Figure 4 – Rod 

 
2. Privacy screens:  

a. Latticed privacy screens must be framed and installed directly on top of the railing.  The 
total height of the railing and screen shall not exceed 7'-0" above the deck floor. 

b. Privacy screens shall be constructed of cedar, redwood or pressure treated lumber, or 
white vinyl of Trex quality of framed construction and must match the material and color 
of the deck railing.   

c. Privacy screens should be limited to small areas of the deck and must not exceed 8’in 
length per section.  

d. As a guideline, the total amount (length) of privacy screening should be limited to no 
more than 30% of the outside perimeter of the deck.   

3. Benches, flower boxes, trellises, arbors, lighting, etc., should be designed as a part of the deck 
and the details must be included on the application. 

4. Privacy screens, arbors, or trellis must be no taller than 4'-0" above the deck rail, with a total 
railing and privacy screen height no greater than 7'-0" above the deck floor.   

5. All vertical surfaces (railings, privacy screens, arbors, trellises, etc.) should be constructed of the 
same material and color. 

6. Decks must be set back from the property lines in accordance with County building restriction 
lines or ordinances. 

7. Any area under the deck used as storage, shall require lattice screening or vertical screening.  
Under deck screening must be compatible with the architecture of the house and deck.  The use of 
landscaping to minimize adverse, visual impact is encouraged and may be required by the 
Architectural Review Committee.  *Only one type of under deck screening is permitted on any 
lot.  Horizontal lattice is not permitted.  
 

Option 1:  Orthogonal Lattice Screening All lattice screening must be properly recessed 
and all cut edges framed between the deck posts (Figures 5 and 6) in order to have a finished 
appearance.   
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Figure 5 Figure 6 
 

Option 2:  Vertical Board Screening All vertical boards are a standard 1”x 6” spaced 2” 
apart, and must match the deck trim in color and design.  All vertical boards must be cut flush 
with the deck flooring trim board (Figure 7) in order to have a finished appearance.     

 

 
Figure 7 

B.  Townhouses (Attached Homes) 
 
A ground-level deck is less than thirty (30”) inches in elevation at any point. 
 
Any decks that are thirty (30”) inches or more at the highest point above grade shall require handrails. 
Handrail height (measured from the deck floor) shall be between thirty-six (36”) inches and forty-two 
(42”) inches.  
 

1. Decks or stairs are to be located in the rear yard, however side yard locations on end units may be 
considered on a case-by-case basis.  

2. The maximum depth of the deck shall be 16’-0” measured from the rear wall of the house, not 
including room additions or extensions such as sunrooms, chimneys, or other bump-outs, etc.  
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3. Decks shall be set back at least 1'-0” from any common property line so that any adjacent decks 
are at least 2'-0” apart. 

4. The outer corners of the deck may be cut off at a 45 degree angle approximately 2' x 2' in size.  
5. Railing pickets must be 2" x 2" vertical members.  Patterns (e.g. Sunburst, Chippendale) are 

permitted as accents only.  The number and locations of the patterns shall be denoted on the 
application. Only non-decorative pickets, balusters, spindles, etc. are permitted. Straight, non-
decorative, black metal pickets will also be considered on a case-by-case basis.   Stair railings 
shall be identical to the predominant design of the deck railing. For examples see Figures 1-4 
above.  

6. Stairs:   
a. Stairs and incorporated landings may extend a maximum of 5’-0” beyond the deck depth.  

Stairs must be located within the maximum approved deck width. 
b. Stairs may also be approved in an L-shaped configuration where they are parallel to both 

the side and rear of the deck. 
7. Any privacy screens, arbors, or trellises must be no taller than 4'-0" above the deck rail, with a 

total rail and privacy screen height no greater than 7'-0" above the deck floor.   
8. Privacy screens may be installed only on the side railings of the deck.  Privacy screens must 

match the material and color of the railings and shall be uniform in height.  The maximum screen 
length is 8'-0", and screens must be framed (Figure 7) in order to have a finished appearance. 

9. All vertical surfaces (railings, privacy screens, arbors, trellises, etc.) should be constructed of the 
same material and color. 

10. Benches, flower boxes, trellises, arbors, lighting, etc., should be designed as a part of the deck 
and the details must be included on the application. 

11. Enclosed decks, screened porches, sunrooms, or greenhouses are not permitted. 
 

 
Figure 7 - Framed Privacy Screening 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, property lines and easements, including 
significant vegetation, existing patios and decks, fencing, accessory structures, and the location of 
the proposed deck. 

2. Current photographs showing the existing house and yard marked to show the location of the 
proposed deck. 

3. A drawing or plan, to scale and dimensioned, showing the house and the proposed deck. 
4. For elevated decks provide elevation drawings, to scale, showing the house and the proposed 

deck, including the height above grade, stairs and any other proposed elements. 
5. Detailed drawings, including height and other dimensions of railings and any benches, planters, 

privacy screens, arbors, trellises, etc.  
6. A complete listing of materials to be used, including deck, railing, rail cap, and picket materials.  
7. Samples of proposed colors of composite material or color/stain, if other than pressure treated 

wood. 
8. A landscape plan, as applicable.     
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Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. All deck materials shall be kept in quality condition and remain free of peeling, fading, 
splintering, mold, breakage or other damage/deterioration.  

2. Decks shall remain plumb and level in appearance.  
3. Lattice/privacy screens are to remain intact and must be framed.  
4. All deck components are to be uniform in color 
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Dog Houses/ Pet Doors 
Revised 5/15/13 
 
General Considerations 
 
Dog houses shall be an appropriate size for the area in which it is to be located and  must be selected and 
located so as to minimize its physical, visual and acoustical impact on adjacent properties and common 
areas. The location should be as far as possible from neighboring properties, and should take advantage of 
screening provided by existing or proposed structures and/or vegetation.  
 
Pet doors must be located in the rear yard and exit to an area where the animal is restricted with a fence or 
invisible fence. All pet doors shall blend with the surrounding surface in terms of detail and color.   
 
An Architectural Improvement Application is required for all dog houses and pet doors. Dog runs are 
prohibited.  
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Generally no more than one dog house will be permitted on any one property. In special 
circumstances, applications for more than one dog house will be reviewed on a case-by-case 
basis.  

2. All dog houses and pet doors shall be located in the rear yard and must exit to an area where the 
animal is restricted with a fence or invisible fence. 

3. The size of a dog house should be limited to no larger than 16 square feet and 4 feet in height. 
4. Pre-fabricated dog houses shall be constructed of durable plastic or wood materials and must be 

harmonious in detail, material, style, and color with the architecture of the house.  
5. Dog houses may be required to be screened by additional landscaping. 

 
Samples of Acceptable Dog Houses 

 
 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any accessory structures, fences, 
significant vegetation, property lines, and the proposed location of the dog house/run. 

2. Photographs showing the existing house and yard marked to show the location of the proposed 
dog house. For pet doors, provide photographs showing the existing house and door marked to 
show the location of the proposed pet door.  

3. A catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the dog house / pet door, including 
dimensions, materials, and colors. 

4. Where applicable, provide information indicating the proposed type and location of vegetation or 
fencing.  
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Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Dog house areas are to be kept free of animal waste and debris. No unsightly conditions shall be 
permitted to be maintained upon the Lot.   

2. All dog houses and pet doors must remain free of peeling, fading, splintering, mold, or other 
breakage and be kept in otherwise good condition.  
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Doors 
Revised 9/11/12 
 
General Considerations 
 
The style, material, color, detailing and installation of a new or replacement door must be consistent with 
that of existing, original doors. 
 
Generally, no application is required for the replacement of existing, original doors, or storm/screen doors 
that are identical in type, style and color. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 
Door Additions/Replacements 
 

1. Doors and doorframes should be clad or painted with a color consistent with other doors, windows 
and house colors. Color shall comply with the guidelines for Color Changes, (see page 26). 

2. Wood doors must be protected with stain or paint to prevent an uneven weathered appearance. 
 
Storm/Screen Doors 
 

1. Storm/screen doors must be "full-view" and clear glass, with kick plates no greater than 12 inches 
in height and no panels other than glass or transparent screening intended to impede insects.  
Etched glass designs must be simple and appropriate to the architecture of the house. No 
decorative etched glass designs are permitted.  

2. Storm doors will be finished the same color as the door they enclose or that of its immediately 
surrounding trim. 

3. New or replacement doors will match the type, style, material and color of existing door. 
 
Acceptable Storm and Screen Doors 
 

 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs showing the house, existing windows and doors and the proposed location of new 
and/or replacement doors. 

2. Where a new door is proposed, elevation drawing to scale, showing the existing house and the 
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proposed location of the doors. 
3. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" identifying door type and style, including the 

specific 'name' of the door, if applicable; and dimensions, materials and colors. 
4. A sample of the door finish and color, if applicable. 

 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Maintain door(s) to be damage free and maintain original manufacturer’s color.   
2. Maintain glass and/or screening material to be without cracks or fabric tears. 
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Driveways/Parking Pads 
 
General Considerations 
 
The widening, extension or addition of driveways, turnarounds and parking pads shall be consistent with 
the overall image and character of the community. They should be located and designed to minimize their 
visual and acoustical impact on neighboring properties. 
 
In general, the size of the driveway and related parking pad shall be appropriate for the size of the 
property on which it is located. It should be constructed on natural grade using a material that is 
consistent with other driveways and parking pads in the neighborhood. 
 
Additions/alterations to existing driveways/parking pads must incorporate the same material, color and 
detailing as the original driveway/parking pad and shall be submitted for review and approval. Approval 
is not required for the replacement of an existing, approved driveway/parking pad. 
 
Due to the proximity of units, the addition/alteration of driveways/parking pads are prohibited in attached 
housing; applications will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Design and location should minimize the removal of trees and other significant vegetation. 
2. Changes in grade or drainage pattern must not adversely affect adjoining properties.  If an 

adjacent property is adversely affected, owner is responsible for correction. 
3. Generally, more than one driveway will not be approved on any one property. 
4. Driveway access from the street should be easy and direct. Maximum grade should relate to the 

length of the driveway and generally should not exceed 12% or that of the existing length. 
5. Driveways shall only connect to the street where curb cuts have been provided. 
6. A driveway or parking area in the rear yard is not permitted. 
7. Driveways and parking pads must be constructed of asphalt, concrete, or other approved special 

paving. Where appropriate, the use of a material such as "grass-crete" or plastic rings, which 
allow grass to grow through the hard surface and soften the appearance of the paved area, may be 
appropriate. Loose gravel and unpaved driveways and/or parking pads are prohibited. 

8. Landscaping may be required to compensate for the removal of vegetation and to screen the 
driveway/parking pad. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, property lines and easements, existing 
driveways/parking pads, significant vegetation, fencing, accessory structures, and the location of 
the proposed driveway and/or parking pad. 

2. Photographs showing the location of the proposed driveway/parking pad. 
3. If grading is involved, a plan showing the change in grade, any retaining walls that will be required. 
4. A description of the proposed paving materials. 
5. A landscape plan showing proposed plantings, as applicable. 
6. Approved Plans from Loudoun County. 
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Fences  
Revised 8/15/17 
 
General Considerations for all applications 
 

1. An application is required for all fencing including deciduous and evergreen plant materials 
that create a barrier. 

2. Fences have traditionally been used as a physical and visual separation of two pieces of property.  
As today’s landscape and living style changes, the use, location and design of fences has changed 
also.  Fences should minimize the physical and visual impact on neighboring properties. Since 
neighbors share fencing, an inconsiderately placed fence can box a neighbor in or destroy their 
view.  Therefore, it is important to remember in choosing a fence that there are various needs 
other than simply having a fence.  

3. For single family homes, there are alternatives to fencing that may achieve the desired objectives.  
Use of plant materials can be an alternative or planting schemes can be integrated with fencing to 
soften the visual impact.  Supplementary landscape planting may be required for approval of 
some fence applications.  When using evergreen plant material, a maximum height of 12 feet 
shall be maintained throughout the life of the material.  The following evergreen plants are 
suggested:  Burning Bush, Dwarf Burford Holly, Foster Holly, Maiden Grass, Common Nandina, 
Skip Laurel, Hicks Yew and Ebbingei Elaeagnus.  The following evergreen trees are suggested: 
Red Oak Leaf Holly and Mary Nell Holly.   

4. All fences must be well designed, well constructed, and compatible with the architecture of the 
home or project. 

5. Fences should be located to avoid removing existing trees or significant vegetation.   
6. In general, all fencing shall be installed on the property line however exceptions may be made for 

corner lots, irregularly shaped lots, and where necessary to avoid natural obstacles as detailed 
below.  In all cases, sight distance easements, or such other easements and/or conditions 
applicable to the property shall be maintained. 

7. Fencing on corner lots may not extend outside the side yard building restriction line, measured 
from the property line along the street.   

8. Front yard fences or fences which appear to be in a neighbor’s front yard due to lot configuration 
are not permitted.   

9. Double line fencing is not permitted, i.e. two fences sharing the same property line. 
10. Chain link fence (including vinyl-covered) shall not be allowed for residential use. 
11. Side yard fences may only extend midway to the front or as needed to enclose a first floor 

bedroom for privacy and security or A/C units in special circumstances.  Integrity with irregular 
and adjoining fences should also be maintained 

 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Only pressure-treated wood or white vinyl can be used for single family home fence materials. 
Only black wrought iron or black aluminum can be used for rear loading Savannah homes. Only 
pressure-treated wood or white vinyl can be used for front loading Savannah homes. Only 
pressure-treated wood can be used for townhouse fence materials.   

2. Wood fences shall be stained within 1 (one) year of construction.  Natural wood toned stain color 
is preferred and must be submitted/approved by the Committee as part of the fence application.  If 
applying a clear coat (no color) an application is not required.  The stain color choice submitted 
with the application must have a warranty of 3 years or more in accordance with manufacturer’s 
application instructions.  For example, Behr Premium Transparent Weatherproofing Wood Finish 
may be used for clear stain or Behr Premium Wood-Toned Weatherproofing Wood Finish 
Natural No. 500 may be used as a Natural Wood toned stain.  As an alternative, solid color 
coating products may be used. Approved colors shall match Trex colors, excluding grey tones 
(see Color Changes section). Additional colors approved upon review by the ARC. 
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3. Fence posts must not have shiny metal post caps.  Solar post caps will be considered on a case-
by-case basis.  

4. Fencing must be constructed with the finished side facing out. 
5. Gates shall match the design, material, color and construction of the fence. 

 
Permitted Solid Color Fence Stains: 
 
Additional colors approved upon review by the ARC. 
 

Behr PremiumWood Coatings “DeckOver” 
or Similar Product 

 
Chocolate SC-129   Sable SC-135 
Russet SC – 117   Wood Chip SC-111 
DarkWalnut PFC-25  Padre Brown SC-105 
Valise SC-123    Coffee SC-103 

 
Single Family and Savannah Home Fences 
 
Single Family Fences 
 
Only 48” pressure treated wood or white vinyl fencing is permitted for single family fences.  
 
A. Open Picket Wood & White Vinyl Fence: Only 48” pressure treated wood or white vinyl fencing 

is permitted for single family fences. Open picket fences must have flat pickets with a straight top 
edge, or cap board, Mt. Vernon Dip or Monticello Arch.  Fence must step with grade.  Picket width 
must be between 3” and 4” and approximately equal.  The space between pickets must be between 
1” and 3” and approximately equal. The minimum post size is 4”x 4”, but for gates, the 
recommended post size is 6”x 6” to provide sturdy support.  Finials are optional.  All posts and 
finials must match the color of the fence. 

 

        
 Mount Vernon Dip Monticello Arch 

 

           
 White Vinyl Dip White Vinyl Arch 
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Cap Board 

 

        
 White Vinyl Cap Board  White Vinyl Straight Top Edge 

 
B. 6’ Solid Wood Board:  Fence to step with grade.  The minimum post size is 4”x 4”, but for gates, 

the recommended post size is 6”x 6” to provide sturdy support.  The fence boards will measure 1”x 
4”.  Finials are optional.  All posts and finials must match the color of the fence. 

 
The only 6’ fencing allowed for single-family detached homes is for lots located along major 
roads, as defined below: 
 

Greenstone Drive – 5’ board-and-batten with 1’ lattice on top  
Gum Spring Road – 6’ board-to-board or board-on-board  
Stone Springs Blvd. - 5’ board-on-board with 1’ lattice on top  
Tall Cedars Pkwy. - 6’ board-to-board or board-on-board  
North Star Boulevard – 6’ board-to-board or board-on-board 

 

        
 6’ Board to Board    5’ Wood Board-and-Batten with 1’ Lattice 
 

        
 6' Board to Board Stepped Fencing 6' Board on Board Stepped Fencing 
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C. The fence height (for privacy-type fences) should be maintained to account for any change in 
grade, and with the finished side out.  Depending upon the fence design and topography, fence 
bottoms for solid types of fences shall either be level to match the top or may slope to follow the 
grade if the grade is severe. 
 
Privacy fencing must be installed with the sections flat, level, and stepped to accommodate changes 
in grade. The bottom of the fence, may follow the grade or be stepped. The “steps” should not 
exceed 12 inches at either top or bottom. All vertical members must be straight and plumb, and the 
fence constructed with the finished side out. 

 
Savannah Home Fences 
 
A. Front Load Savannah Homes: Front load Savannah homes have the garage located on the front 

of the house. Only 48” pressure-treated wood and white vinyl fencing is permitted in the rear yard 
for front load Savannah homes.  
 

         
         Front Load Savannah Home - Front View        Front Load Savannah Home - Rear View 
 

48” Open Picket Wood & White Vinyl Fence: Only 48”pressure-treated wood or white vinyl 
fencing is permitted for front load Savannah Home fences. Open picket fences must have flat 
pickets with a straight top edge, or cap board, Mt. Vernon Dip or Monticello Arch. Fence to step 
with grade.  Picket width must be between 3” and 4” and approximately equal.  The space 
between pickets must be between 1” and 3” and approximately equal.  The minimum post size is 
4”x 4”, but for gates, the recommended post size is 6”x 6” to provide sturdy support.  Finials are 
optional.  All posts and finials must match the color of the fence. 

 

        
 Mount Vernon Dip Monticello Arch 

 

           
 White Vinyl Dip White Vinyl Arch 
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Cap Board 

 

        
 White Vinyl Cap Board  White Vinyl Straight Top Edge 

 
 
B. Rear Load Savannah Homes: Rear load Savannah Homes have the garage located on the rear of 

the house. Only black wrought iron or black aluminum fencing is permitted for rear load Savannah 
Homes. 

 

        
Rear Load Savannah Home – Front View        Rear Load Savannah Home – Rear View 

 
Black Wrought Iron or Black Aluminum Fencing: Only 48” black wrought iron or black 
aluminum fencing with 3/4” pickets and 5” spacing similar to the builder installed fencing may be 
used in rear load Savannah Homes. Fencing may only be used within the lot lines on rear load 
Savannah Homes and may only extend midway to the front of the house. Only non-decorative 
pickets, balusters, spindles, etc. are permitted.   

 
Savannah Patio and property fencing and Pool Fencing 
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Townhouse Fences 
 
Only 6’ solid pressure treated wood privacy fencing is permitted for townhouse fences. 
 
5’ Board-on-Board with 1’ Lattice:  Fence to step with grade.  The minimum post size is 4”x 4”, but for 
gates, the recommended post size is 6”x 6” to provide sturdy support.  Fence boards will measure 1”x 6”.  
Finials are optional.  All posts and finials must match the color of the fence.  
 

 
5’ Wood Board-on-Board with 1’ Lattice 

 
A. Fence style and material is to match in all relative details the fence the builder provided for that 

section.   
 
B.   The height of privacy fencing shall be 6 feet. 
 
C. The fence height should be maintained to account for any change in grade, and with the finished 

side out.  Depending upon the fence design and topography, fence bottoms for solid types of fences 
shall either be level to match the top or may slope to follow the grade if the grade is severe. 
 

D. Solid or semi-solid fencing must be installed with the sections flat, level, and stepped to 
accommodate changes in grade. The bottom of the fence, may follow the grade or be stepped. The 
“steps” should not exceed 12 inches at either top or bottom. All vertical members must be straight 
and plumb, and the fence constructed with the finished side out. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A marked up copy of the existing plat showing the location of the proposed fence and gate(s).  
2. Current photographs showing the house and proposed fence location.  Photos should show 

significant grade or topography changes and existing fences. 
3. A drawing or photograph of the fence design, including dimensions, material, color, and gates. 
4. Color sample or photo of stain color, as applicable. 
5. A landscape plan showing proposed plantings, as applicable. 
 

Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Fences and gates must remain free of peeling, fading, splintering, mold, or breakage.  
2. Lattice (if applicable) is to remain intact and must be framed.  
3. Leaning fences are not permitted.  All vertical members must be straight and plum and horizontal 

members must be parallel with one another.  
4. All fence components are to be uniform in color.   
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Flags/Flagpoles  
Revised 5/25/2006 
 
General Considerations 
 
Flags, banners and flagpoles should be located so as to minimize their impact on neighboring properties. 
 
When locating freestanding flagpoles, the size of the property, relationship to adjacent residences, the 
height, color and material of the pole, and the size of the flag are all-important factors and require 
submission and approval. 
 
Owners may only display flags of (a) the United States, (b) the Commonwealth, (c) any active branch of 
the armed forces of the United States or (d), any military valor or service award of the United States, as 
permitted by the Virginia Property Owners’ Association Act. 
 
Due to limited space, the proximity of units, and the associated potential for both visual and audible 
impact on neighboring properties, the installation of a freestanding flagpole is not permitted in attached 
housing. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Generally, no more than one building or pole-mounted flag will be permitted on any 
  property. 
2. The flag or banner should not exceed 15 square feet in size. 
3. No freestanding flagpole shall be permitted in the front or side yard. 
4. No illumination of the flagpole shall be permitted. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any accessory structures, fences, 
significant vegetation, property lines and the proposed location of the flag/flagpole. 

2. Photographs showing the house and site marked with the proposed location of the flag/flagpole. 
3. The dimensions of the flag or banner. 
4. A catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheet" of the flagpole or bracket including 

length/height, material, and color. 
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Garages and Carports 
 
General Considerations 
 
Garage/carport additions/alterations shall be visually integrated with the existing house through the 
consistent use of architectural elements, materials, colors and other details. 
 
The design and location of garage or carport should limit any adverse impact on neighboring properties 
that may result through its use, the elimination of privacy or the removal of existing trees. 
 
In general, garage/carport additions/alterations to attached housing shall be limited to the options 
available in accordance with the approved project standards established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The size and location of the garage/carport shall be appropriate for the space available on 
the property. 

2. The design of the garage/carport should repeat significant architectural elements of the 
existing house such as roof lines, windows, trim details, materials and colors. 

3. Roof material and color shall match those of the house. Roof pitch should match that of 
      the existing roof, if possible. 
4. Freestanding garages or carports shall not exceed one story in height. 
5. Design and location should minimize the removal of trees and other significant 
  vegetation. 
6. Supplemental landscaping may be required to provide screening. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1.  A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, any accessory structures, etc., significant 
vegetation, property lines and easements, and the location of the proposed garage/carport. 

2. Complete plan and elevation drawings, to scale, showing the house and the proposed 
garage or carport addition/alteration. 
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
General Considerations 
 
The design, color and location of gutters and downspouts must be compatible with the architecture and 
colors of the house. 
 
No application is required for the replacement of existing approved gutters and downspouts of a similar 
size and appearance in the currently approved location. 
 
The installation of gutters and downspouts in attached housing shall be in accordance with approved 
project standards established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Gutters and downspouts shall be painted to match existing gutters and downspouts, or may be 
painted the color of the surface to which they are attached, or the existing trim color. 

2. Downspouts must be brought to grade and splash blocks must be provided. 
3. Downspout extensions, including underground drainpipe, must not detrimentally impact any 

adjacent property. 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Drawings or photographs of the house marked to show the locations of the proposed gutters and 
downspouts. 

2. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" showing their profile, dimensions and color. 
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House Numbers 
 
General Considerations 
 
House numbers should complement the architectural style of the house. House numbers within a project 
or street should be compatible in design and located to be clearly visible. 
 
The installation of house/unit numbers in attached housing and multifamily housing shall be in 
accordance with the approved project standards established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. House/unit numbers should be located immediately adjacent to the front entrance or door. 
Numbers should also be placed on a curbside mailbox, where applicable. 

2. House numbers should be located near or under a light for nighttime visibility. Internally lit 
numbers are not appropriate. 

3. House numbers must be legible, Arabic numerals, no taller than 6 inches and should contrast with 
the color of the background to which attached.  

4. Custom designed house numbers may be approved if they are simple, appropriate, and relate to the 
architecture of the house. 

 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A photograph or drawing of the house numbers, including dimensions, material and color. 
2. A drawing or photograph showing the location of the numbers in relation to the front entrance. 
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Landscaping Features 
 
General Considerations 
 
Landscape Features include but are not limited to fountains, sculpture/statuary, etc. When considering the 
type and location of landscape feature, the size of the property and proximity to adjacent residences are 
important factors. 
 
In general, landscape features shall not be intrusive and must be appropriate to its surroundings.  If visible 
from neighboring properties, landscape features may be required to be screened by natural vegetation 
and/or landscaping. 

 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The preferred location is in the rear yard; landscape features are generally not permitted in front 
yards or in side yards that face onto a street. 

2. Generally, no more than one large landscape feature will be permitted on any property. 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any accessory structures, fences, significant 
vegetation, property lines and the proposed location of the artwork. 

2. Photographs showing the house and property marked with the proposed location of the art object. 
3. A photograph of the landscape feature, including dimensions, material, and color. 
4. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicating the type and location of existing or proposed 

landscaping. 
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Landscaping (Plantings and Related Elements) 
 
General Considerations 
 
Landscaping is an integral part of the overall image and character of Stone Ridge. It should enhance the 
architecture of the house, the natural beauty of the environment and the overall quality of the neighborhood. 
 
The preservation of wooded areas should be maximized through the retention and maintenance of existing 
trees. Landscaping and the addition of plant materials are important in the screening of items such as 
pools, decks, patios, fencing, parking areas and utility equipment. Landscaping is also the preferred 
means to providing visual privacy. 
 
In general, well maintained turf, low ground cover, flowerbeds, evergreens, small flowering trees and the 
use of native materials are encouraged. 
 
No approval is required for the installation of plantings, including trees or hedges, unless a landscape or 
planting plan is required as a part of the review of another application. Significant structural elements 
related to landscaping, such as retaining walls, paved areas, steps, etc., must be submitted for review and 
approval. 
 
The landscaping of individual properties in attached housing shall be in accordance with any project 
standards established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Trees and shrubs must be located so as not to obstruct significant views from neighboring 
residences or restrict sight lines from vehicular traffic. 

2. Plant materials should be appropriate in character, habitat, species, size (both installed 
and mature), number, and arrangement for their purpose and surroundings. 

3. Wood chips, shredded leaf mulch, pine straw and shredded bark shall be used for mulch.  No 
synthetic materials, red mulch, pebbles or gravel will be permitted. 

4. Stone used as accent elements or paving material should be chosen so that its color, size, and 
installation complement the architecture of the house, the natural environment and associated 
plant materials. Monolithic paving of yards, or covering yards with decorative stones as a primary 
design element is prohibited. 

5. Regrading must not negatively impact neighboring properties. 
6. Small landscape-related elements such as bird feeders, birdbaths, small decorative garden 

ornaments, etc. do not require review and approval.  Any hardscape decoration over 18” needs 
Committee approval. 

7. Pipe stem driveways shall require one evergreen tree per every thirty-five lineal feet.  
8. All Cul-de-sacs and medians shall be graded so as not to be flat. A three-foot minimum height 

berm is required. 
9. Removal of mature trees over 4” in caliper requires Committee approval. 
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Lighting 
 
General Considerations 
 
Lighting, including both decorative and security lighting, shall be selected and located so as to be an 
integral part of the house and yard. Fixture style, configuration and location must be compatible with the 
architecture of the house. 
 
Lighting shall be selected and located so as to minimize its impact on neighboring properties. The 
location of security lights on the house should be as inconspicuous as possible. Fixture design, wattage, 
color, location and direction should minimize glare onto neighboring properties, pedestrian walkways, 
and streets. 
 
No application is required for the replacement of an approved lighting fixture with an exact match or one 
that is substantially the same in type, size and appearance. 
 
Individual property lighting in attached and multifamily housing shall be in strict accordance with 
approved project standards established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Lighting must be a "white" color such as incandescent, metal halide, mercury vapor, etc. Color-
corrected ''white" high-pressure sodium may be considered on a case-by-case basis. High-
pressure sodium vapor (yellow-orange) lights are specifically prohibited due to their poor color 
rendition, glare, and contrast with the "white" lighting in the neighborhood. 

2. A new or replacement light fixture should be either an exact match or compatible in style, design, 
size, color, finish, type and lamp wattage with the original or approved fixture it is replacing. 

3. Generally, only one post lamp will be approved for each property. Post lights operated by 
photocells are preferred. 

4. Security lighting such as spotlights or floodlights should be selected and located so as to 
minimize its impact on neighboring properties. Fixtures should be shielded and mounted under or 
immediately below the eaves. 

5. Security light fixtures (floodlights) will not be approved as replacements for decorative post lamps 
or fixtures at entry doors. 

6. Wallpacks or high intensity "barnyard" fixtures are required to be reviewed. 
7. Ground or tree mounted floodlights must have deep shields to effectively screen the light source 

from view and they should be carefully directed so that no glare impacts adjacent properties. 
8. Exterior light fixtures should be "hard-wired" so that there is no visible wiring or conduit. 
9. Seasonal/holiday lighting will generally not be reviewed.  Lights shall be displayed no earlier 

than thirty days before the holiday and shall be removed no later than thirty days thereafter. 
10. Lighting cannot exceed property line.  County standards should be consulted. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, and any accessory structures, driveway, 
sidewalk, fencing, significant vegetation, property lines, easements, and the location of the 
existing and proposed (new or replacement) lighting. 

2. Photographs showing the house and site marked with the locations of all proposed lighting. 
3. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of lighting fixtures, including dimensions, 

wattage, type of lamp, finish and color. 
4. Drawings describing custom fixtures, where applicable. 
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Mailboxes 
Revised 4/3/12 
 
General Considerations 
 
Mailboxes shall be simple, functional and in accordance with approved project standards. Their design 
and location should minimize their visual impact; comply with all local codes, ADA and jurisdictional 
approvals having authority for review. 
 
No application is required for the replacement of an existing, standard approved mailbox or post. 
 

Stone Ridge SFH Approved Mailbox      Marrwood SFH Approved Mailbox 
          MP-120      MP-42 

                                        
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. For single-family detached houses, mailboxes shall be located at the curb immediately adjacent to 
the driveway or the lead walk. These mailboxes shall conform to the approved design. 

2. Newspaper delivery boxes are incorporated in the overall design of the mailbox support as 
specified by the approved standard. 

3. Within attached (townhouse) and multifamily housing, clustered mailboxes shall be simple in 
design, visually unobtrusive, a single neutral color, and conveniently accessible to both residents 
and mail carriers.  Only those provided by the Association are permitted. 

4. Only numbers shall be permitted on mailboxes located within the community. 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Applications are required for alterations or deviations from the standard mailbox design. 
2. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, driveway, property lines and the proposed 

location of the mailbox.  
3. A photograph or drawing of the mailbox and post including dimensions, material and colors. 

 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Mailboxes must remain free of peeling and fading. 
2. Mailbox numbers must also be free of peeling and must be intact. Stone Ridge approved lettering 

is 1 ½” tall white (Ariel font) vinyl numbers with cast aluminum post.  Marrwood approved 
lettering is 4” tall reflective (Garamond font) with wooden post. 

3. Leaning mailboxes are not permitted.  All vertical members must be straight and plum and 
horizontal members must be parallel.  
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Patios 
Revised 2/15/13 
 
General Considerations 
 
All patio designs, including modifications to previously approved applications, must be submitted and 
reviewed for compatibility with design guidelines and architectural character.   
 
In general, the patio shall be an appropriate size for the area in which it is to be located, with 
consideration for its physical and visual impact on adjacent properties and structures. It shall be 
harmonious in configuration, detail, material, and color with the architecture of the house and in 
compliance with all applicable building and zoning regulations.  
 
The patio shall be constructed of wood, concrete, slate, brick or other masonry or stone material. 
Landscaping is recommended for screening.  Solid paving of, or completely covering yards is prohibited.  
 
Any modifications or additions to existing patios shall be harmonious in configuration, detail, material, 
style, and color as the approved existing patio. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The patio shall be designed as an integral part of the house and property. 
2. Design and location should minimize any tree removal. 
3. Changes in grade or drainage pattern must not adversely affect adjoining properties.  If 

drainage is adversely affected, the owner is responsible for correction and any damages 
suffered by adjoining properties. 

4. The patio shall be located in the rear or side of the house. Street facing side yard patios will 
be reviewed for Savannah Homes on a case-by-case basis. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, property lines, easements, significant 
vegetation, existing patios and decks, fencing, accessory structures, and the location of the 
proposed patio. 

2. Current photographs showing the proposed location of the patio. 
3. A plan to scale, showing the existing house and the proposed patio, including materials. 
4. Detailed construction drawings of any proposed railings, steps, landing areas, sitting-walls, 

benches, walkways trellises, lighting, water features, fire pits, built-in grills, and any other 
features.  

5. Samples of proposed colors and materials.  
6. A landscape plan, as applicable. 

 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. All patio components and materials must remain free of fading, splintering, mold or 
breakage. 

2. All patio components and materials must remain free of weeds, leaves, and overgrown or 
unsightly plant growth so as to keep a proper, neat, and clean appearance.  

3. All integrated items must remain damage free. 
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Play Equipment 

 
General Considerations 
 
Permanent play equipment should be selected and located so as to minimize its visual and acoustical 
impact on adjacent properties. Design and location should visually integrate the structure into its 
surroundings and should take advantage of any screening provided by existing vegetation. 
 
Screening of the equipment should be accomplished by evergreens to insure year-round protection.  
Consideration should be taken to insure screening from visibility by cars either way on the street(s) 
adjacent to the home. Screening plant material should be of a height great enough to conceal the play 
equipment when planted.  
 
When considering play equipment, the size of the property, wooded area, equipment size, material, color, 
relationship to adjacent residences and amount of visual screening are important factors. (See Figure 5 for 
sample layout.) 
 
The installation of play equipment in common areas is prohibited. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Play equipment should be located in the rear yard; play equipment is prohibited in front yards or 
in side yards. 

2. Play equipment should be sturdily constructed of durable materials (preferably wood), and 
finished in a natural color or left to weather naturally. Plastic, cloth or metal equipment, not 
including wearing surfaces such as slides, poles and climbing rungs, must be finished in muted 
colors. 

3. Where in a visible location, play equipment shall be screened by fencing and/or landscaping to 
effectively reduce the visual impact from neighboring properties. 

4. Portable play equipment that is easily transportable by one person need not be approved. 
5. Portable, large equipment such as skateboard ramps, climbing walls, trampolines, portable 

basketball backboards, etc. must be approved unless stored out of sight when not in use and 
cannot be placed off owner’s property. 

6. All play structures shall be required to provide some screening to adjacent homeowners. 
7. A minimum 6’ clear zone surrounding the play structure shall be required. 
8. The play structure shall not be placed within any building restriction line (BRL). 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any accessory structures, fences, significant 
vegetation, property lines, and the proposed location of the play equipment. 

2. Photographs showing the existing house and site marked with the location of the proposed play 
equipment. 

3. A catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the play equipment, including 
dimensions, materials, and colors. 

4. If equipment is to be constructed, include a plan and elevation drawing, to scale, identifying 
dimensions, materials, and colors. 

5. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicating the proposed type and location of vegetation. 
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Figure 5 
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Porches 
 
General Considerations 
 
Screened porch additions shall be compatible with the existing house in style, scale, massing and the 
consistent use of architectural elements, materials, colors and other details.  Where visible from the street, 
submission and approval of the design will be required. 
 
In general, porch additions to attached housing shall be in accordance with approved project standards 
established by the builder. In the absence of defined project standards, the following Specific Guidelines 
shall apply. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The size and location of the porch should be appropriate to the existing house and space available 
on the property. 

2. The design and location should consider any adverse impact on neighboring properties, including 
changes in grade or drainage.  Any adverse effects to the neighboring properties shall be the 
responsibility of the owner to correct. 

3. Porches/screened porches must be attached directly to the house. 
4. New windows and doors should be the same or be compatible with the material and color of the 

existing house including roofing, siding and trim elements. 
5. Where more substantial porches/screened porches are to be constructed on upper-level decks, 

special attention must be given to the massing of the addition in order to visually integrate the 
porch with both the house and the ground. 

6. Supplemental landscaping may be required to compensate for the removal of vegetation and to 
visually soften the addition. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any fencing, accessory structures, significant 
vegetation, property lines, easements, and the location of the proposed porch. 

2. Submission documentation will indicate compliance with setbacks and height restrictions as well 
as any other requirement per the applicable zoning regulations. 

3. Photographs showing the house and site of the addition. 
4. Complete plan and elevation drawings, to scale, showing the existing house and the proposed 

addition. 
5. A list of all exterior materials and samples of proposed colors, if applicable. 
6. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of "off-the-shelf" items, as applicable, 

including sizes, materials and colors. 
7. A landscape plan, as applicable. 
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Portable Storage Containers 
Revised 4/3/12 
 
General Considerations 
 
In general, Portable Storage Containers (e.g. PODS, 1-800 PackRat, etc.) are allowed to be temporarily 
placed in your driveway for no more than a two week period.  These storage structures are designed to 
assist in the act of moving household goods on individual lots.  Storage units cannot be used for 
commercial purposes and will be permitted with the following restrictions:   
 
Specific Guidelines 
 
Prior to placement of the storage container, residents must supply the name, address, size and type of unit, 
arrival and departure dates to the association office.   
 

1. Containers must be parked in the driveway and may not be placed on the grass, street, common 
area or block a sidewalk.  
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Rain Barrels 
Revised 5/15/13 
 
General Considerations 
 
Rain barrels can be used by single family and townhomes to collect rain water for later use in landscaping 
and gardens. Homeowners can help save water and also use the rain water to care for their landscaping 
during drought conditions.  
 
When installing rain barrels, proper care and consideration is required to prevent drainage, runoff, and 
other issues. A guide to the benefits, proper use, and care of rain barrels from the Loudoun Soil & Water 
Conversation District can be found online by visiting loudounsoilandwater.org 
 
All rain barrels must be submitted and reviewed for compatibility with current design guidelines and 
architectural character prior to construction/installation. Rain barrels shall be selected and located so as to 
minimize their physical, visual, and environmental impact on any adjacent properties. The location should 
take advantage of screening provided by existing or proposed structures and/or vegetation.  
 
Rain barrels shall be permitted under the following conditions: 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The preferred location is in the rear or side yard; rain barrels are prohibited in front yards. The rain 
barrel must be installed at the base of an existing downspout. 

2. No more than four rain barrels shall be permitted on any property. 
3. The size of a rain barrel is generally limited to 48” in height and 36” in diameter, however; roof 

top water yield varies depending on roof size, therefore applications for larger rain barrels will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 

4. The container must be designed for the purpose of collecting rainwater. For example; a converted 
trash can is not an acceptable alternative. 

5. The rain barrel should be set in a landscaped area so that its appearance will be softened by plant 
material. Additional landscaping or screening may be required to reduce the visual impact on 
neighboring properties, common areas, or streets. 

6. The bins should be sturdily constructed of durable plastic in black, brown, green, or simulated 
wood. Dark colors should be used in order to prevent sunlight from entering the barrel, which can 
cause algae and other organisms to flourish inside the barrel.  Other colors which match the trim or 
siding will be reviewed on an individual basis.  

7. A splash block must be provided for overflow and a screened cover shall be provided to prevent 
mosquito breeding.   

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan/property plat showing the house, any accessory structures, 
significant vegetation, property lines, and the location of the proposed rain barrel.  

2. Current photographs showing the existing property, marked to show the location of the proposed 
rain barrel.  

3. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" identifying the rain barrel type and style, 
including dimensions, materials and colors. 

4. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicated the proposed type and location of vegetation 
or other screening, existing or proposed.  
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Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Rain barrels shall be maintained to be damage free and controlled to minimize its physical, visual, 
and environmental impact on all adjacent properties.  

2. Rain barrels must remain free of peeling, fading, splintering, mold, or other breakage.  
3. Mosquito control must be exercised by design or by screening to eliminate mosquito breeding.  
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Retaining Walls 
 
General Considerations 
 
Retaining walls shall be designed and located to be harmonious with the architecture of the house and to 
mitigate the impact upon neighboring properties. 
 
In general, the retaining wall shall be an appropriate size for the area in which it is to be located and 
should be constructed of brick, decorative concrete or natural stone material. Every effort should be made 
to eliminate guardrails, which may be required by code, by terracing walls or by reducing wall height.  
Retaining walls must be constructed according to County ordinances. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Walls should be as unobtrusive as possible and built to the minimum height needed and should be 
securely constructed with tiebacks or dead-men as needed. 

2. Walls should be made of durable materials that are compatible in color and appearance with their 
environment. Depending upon location, brick, decorative concrete or natural stone are 
appropriate. 

3. The top of the wall must be flat and level, and stepped to accommodate a change in grade. 
4. Retaining walls must not create any adverse drainage problems.  Any drainage problems arising 

from the retaining wall will be the responsibility of the owner to correct. 
5. Depending on size, material and location, retaining walls may require landscaping to soften the 

visual impact of the wall. 
6. Retaining wall design will be in accordance with local codes. Design layout of retaining wall will 

minimize the impact of guardrails.  All guardrail design shall be compatible with the architectural 
style of the adjacent structure. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, driveway and any accessory 
structures, including pools, decks, patios, fencing, walks, significant vegetation, property 
lines and easements. 

2. Photographs showing the house and the property. 
3. A landscape plan identifying plant materials, accurately located and drawn to scale. 
4. For regrading, retaining walls or terracing, show the existing and proposed grading. Where 

structural elements are proposed, include drawings showing design and installation details. 
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Roofing 
Revised 4/18/17 
 
General Considerations 
 
New or replacement roofing, including the design and material, shall be appropriate in appearance and 
quality to the style and design of the house. Roof material and color should be compatible with other 
existing or proposed exterior colors and materials on the house. 
 
Generally, no application is required for the replacement of existing roofing that is similar in material and 
color.  
 
Specific Guidelines 
 
Single Family Roofs 
 

1. The roofing material and color should be compatible with other approved roofing in the 
neighborhood. 

2. Changes in material, such as a change from cedar shakes to asphalt shingles, are considered as 
significant as changes in color. 

3. When replacing roofing, the entire structure should be reroofed at one time. Partial reroofing is 
generally not allowed unless the additional/replacement roofing exactly matches the existing 
roofing.  

4. Replacement roofing material and associated elements should be similar in appearance and quality 
to the existing approved roofing. 

5. A change in roof color must comply with the guidelines for Color Changes. 
 
Townhouse Roofs 
 

1. The roofing material and color should be compatible with other approved roofing in the 
neighborhood. 

2. Changes in material, such as a change from asphalt to architectural shingles, require approval. 
3. The overall shingle color must be as close a match as possible to the existing shingle color.  

Changes in color will not be permitted. 
4. When replacing roofing, the entire unit structure must be reroofed at one time.  Partial reroofing 

is generally not allowed unless the additional/replacement roofing exactly matches the existing 
roofing.  

5. Replacement roofing material and associated elements should be similar in appearance and quality 
to the existing approved roofing. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs showing the house and roof. 
2. The manufacturer and specific color "name" of the proposed roofing material, and a sample. 
3. If possible, a sample of the existing roof material. 
4. Include the adjacent neighbors roofing colors. 
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Security Devices 

 
General Considerations 
 
Security devices including cameras, alarms, and the installation of window and door security grills shall 
be selected, located and installed so as to be an integral part of the house and not distract from its 
architecture and appearance. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Installation of window bars and grill-type security doors should be limited in number and location 
to only those necessary and shall be submitted for review and approval on a case-by-case basis. 

2. Window security bars/grills should be black or painted the color of the window frame or associated 
trim. 

3. Grill-type security doors should be black or painted the color of the door behind. 
4. Cameras and housings, sirens, speaker boxes, conduit and related exterior elements should be 

unobtrusive and inconspicuous. Such devices should be located where not readily visible and 
should be a color that blends with or matches the surface to which attached. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and the location of all the proposed security 
devices. 

2. Drawings or photographs showing the house and the proposed locations of all security devices. 
3. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of proposed window bars and grill-type doors 

including dimensions, design, material and color. 
4. Drawings showing custom design and details, where applicable. 
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Shutters 
 
General Considerations 
 
Shutters should be harmonious with the architecture of the existing house regarding the style, size, 
material and color of the shutters. 
 
No application is required for the replacement of existing approved shutters with shutters that are the 
same in style and color. 
 
The installation of new or replacement shutters in attached housing shall be in accordance with the approved 
project standards established by the builder for type, location, color, etc. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. New shutters should be applied to all windows on an elevation, on both sides of a window, matching 
the size and configuration of the window. 

2. Removal of existing shutters without replacements must be submitted for review and approval. 
3. A change in the shutter color will require committee approval. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Drawings or photographs showing the house and the proposed location of shutters. 
2. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the shutters including dimensions, 

materials and samples of colors. 
3. Information regarding existing shutters on the house, where applicable. 
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Sidewalks/Walkways/Ramps 
 
General Considerations 
 
A new or replacement sidewalk or walkway should be constructed of natural-colored concrete, aggregate, 
brick or other appropriate paving material shall be submitted and reviewed when visible from the street. 
 
Modifications and additions to existing sidewalks or walkways must incorporate the same material, color 
and detailing as the builder's or other approved sidewalk. Approval is not required for the replacement of 
an existing, approved walk. 
 
All structures for handicapped access, which are visible from the street, shall be submitted for review and 
approval for compliance with the design guidelines and meet all local, state and federal regulations.   
 
In attached housing the addition of sidewalks shall be in accordance with the approved project standards 
established by the builder. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Sidewalks should generally be a minimum of 3' and a maximum of 5’ in width. 
2. Location should minimize any removal of trees or other significant vegetation. 
3. Changes in grade or drainage pattern must not adversely affect adjoining properties.  Owner will 

be responsible for correcting drainage problems when created by construction. 
4. Sidewalks shall be of masonry such as natural-colored concrete, aggregate, brick, stone, slate, 

flagstone or other approved paving.  
5. Slope and handicapped access should be considered where necessary. 
6. Landscaping may be required to compensate for the removal of vegetation. 
7. Asphalt sidewalks are prohibited. 
8. Sidewalks should be set back at least four feet from the property line and installed flush to the 

ground. 
9. Any disturbed lawn, beds, etc. must be restored. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any decks, patios, fencing, 
accessory structures, significant vegetation, driveways, property lines, easements, and the 
location of the walk. 

2. Photographs of the house showing the location of the proposed walk. 
3. Construction drawings of paving details, steps, railings and other features, as necessary. 
4. A list of all materials and colors. 
5. A landscape plan, as applicable. 
6. Drawings or cut sheets of any lighting. 
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Siding 
 
General Considerations 
 
Siding style, material and color shall be compatible with that of the house. 
 
No application is required for the replacement of existing siding with siding that is identical in style, size, 
material and color. 
 
The addition or replacement of siding in attached housing shall be in accordance with the approved 
project standards established by the builder for type, location, color, etc. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. When replacing siding, all existing siding on the house should be replaced at one time. 
2. The proposed siding material and trim details should be similar in appearance to the existing 

approved siding. 
3. The proposed siding color should be the same as the existing approved siding color or approvable 

under the guidelines for Color Changes. (See page 26.) 
4. Wood siding must be protected with stain or paint to prevent an uneven weathered appearance. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs showing the house, existing siding and the proposed location of new and/or 
replacement siding. 

2. Where additional siding is proposed, elevation drawings, to scale, showing the location 
of all areas to be sided. 

3. The manufacturer and specific color "name" of both the proposed siding material, and a sample, 
including color chip, if applicable. 

4. If possible, samples of the existing siding material and color. 
5. Neighbors siding color. 
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Temporary Signage 
 
General Considerations 
 
Signs should be selected, designed and located so as to provide effective communication while 
minimizing their visual impact on neighboring properties and the neighborhood. 
 
The use of temporary signage in attached and multifamily housing shall be in strict accordance with the 
approved comprehensive sign standards established by the developer.  (See Comprehensive Sign 
Package.) 
 
All signage must comply with the local ordinances and regulations and the comprehensive sign package 
prepared by Stone Ridge Community Development, LLC and under review for approval by Loudoun 
County. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. One temporary sign advertising the property for sale or rent is allowed. One "open house" sign 
may also be used the day of the open house. This sign shall conform to the allowed signs in the 
Stone Ridge Comprehensive Sign Package. 

2. No more than three political campaign election signs are allowed. These signs must be removed 
immediately after the election. 

3. Signs shall not obstruct any traffic sight lines. 
4. A sign displayed in a window, and intended to be read from the exterior of the property, must be 

reviewed and approved. 
5. The sign should be no larger than necessary to accommodate the proposed text and in line with 

the approved signage details as outlined in the Stone Ridge Comprehensive Sign Package. 
6. Signs must be well constructed, with good quality materials and must be maintained in an orderly 

manner at all times. 
7. Temporary signage is allowed up for 30 days per approved sign. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, driveway, property lines, and the proposed 
location of the sign. 

2. A photograph or drawing of the sign (post, etc.), including dimensions, materials and color(s). 
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Skylights 
 
General Considerations 
 
Skylights should be visually integrated with the architecture of the house regarding style, location, size 
and color. 
 
No application is required for the replacement of existing approved skylights of the same size and 
appearance in the currently approved location. New skylights shall match existing skylights. 
 
The installation of skylights in attached and multifamily housing shall be in accordance with the approved 
project standards established by the builder for type, location, color, etc. In the absence of defined project 
standards the following Specific Guidelines shall apply. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Skylights shall have a low profile and lie flat on the roof. 
2. Skylights shall be installed parallel with the roof ridge and edges. 
3. The frame color shall match or be compatible with the roof color. 

 
Submission Requirements  
 

1. A drawing or photograph showing the proposed location of the skylight. 
2. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the skylight and complete 

specifications including dimensions, colors, materials, etc. 
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Solar Collectors  
Revised 4/15/14 
 
General Considerations 
 
The installation of all solar collectors and other energy saving devices shall be reviewed on a case-by-case 
basis and require approval before installation.  
 
Solar collectors shall be placed so as to cause minimum physical, visual, and environmental impact on 
surrounding lots and must be visually integrated with the architecture of the house in regards to style, 
location, size, and color.  
 
Solar collectors should be placed on the rear roof and should be centered laterally on the highest roof area 
and located near the ridge line. Collectors mounted to the roof shall only be flush mounted against the 
roof and should be as close as mounting hardware permits.  
  
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. All roof mounted collectors shall have a low profile and be flush mounted. No other mounting 
locations or styles are acceptable. 

2. Roof mounted collectors shall be static with no tracking mechanisms. 
3. Solar collectors must be kept within the perimeter of the roof structure and should not be placed 

within 1’ of the roof edge.  
4. All solar equipment (conduits, combiner boxes/junction boxes, inverters, disconnects, etc.) must 

be installed out of plain view and properly screened. 
5. The framing shall be harmonious in color with the surface it is attached to.  
6. Collectors should be of the same size and shape and placed together to avoid gaps between the 

panels.  
 
Maintenance Guidelines 
 

1. Owners shall not permit their solar collectors to fall into disrepair or become a safety hazard; 
owners are responsible for all maintenance and repair 

2. Owners are responsible for all costs associated with the solar collector, including, but not limited 
to: 

a. Place (or replace), repair, maintain, and move or remove solar collectors 
b. Repair damages to the Community Property, other lots, and any other property damaged by solar 

collector installation, maintenance, or use; 
c. Pay medical expenses incurred by persons injured by solar collector installation, maintenance, or 

use; and 
d. Reimburse residents or the Association for damages caused by solar collector installation, 

maintenance, or use, including reasonable legal fees and costs should the Association prevail in 
an action to require an Owner to remove or relocate a solar collector from an improper location. 

 
Submission Guidelines 
 

1. A copy of the site plan and the location of the proposed solar panels. 
2. A drawing showing the proposed layout of the solar panels. 
3. Actual color sample of the panel to be installed. 
4. Photographs of the house showing the proposed location of the panels. 
5. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer’s “cut sheets” of the solar panels and complete 

specifications of all components, including cables, connections, dimensions, and materials. 
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Spas/Hot Tubs 
 
General Considerations 
 
Spas/hot tubs should be selected, designed, and located so as to minimize their impact on neighboring 
properties. 
 
In general, a spa/hot tub should be integrated visually and structurally with a rear yard ground level deck 
or patio and be screened from view. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Spas/hot tubs shall be located in the rear yard. 
2. Spas/hot tubs shall be screened from adjacent properties and streets by a structural screen, fence 

and/or landscaping. 
3. No more than one spa/hot tub is permitted on any property. 
4. When set on a deck, the spa/hot tub should be integrated both visually and structurally into the 

deck. 
5. Any mechanical equipment, pipes and wiring must be concealed or screened from view. 
6. Must meet all County requirements regarding noise levels, mechanical/electrical permits, etc. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any deck, patio, fencing, accessory 
structures, significant vegetation, property lines, and the proposed location of the spa/hot tub. 

2. Photographs showing the house and site for the proposed spa/hot tub. 
3. Drawings, to scale, including plan and elevations, construction details and materials. 
4. A catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheets" with dimensions, materials, and colors. 
5. If the use of fencing is proposed, include drawings indicating dimensions, details, and material. 
6. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicating the proposed type and location of landscaping. 
7. Any associated lighting. 
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Storage Sheds 
Revised 7/18/17 
 
General Considerations 
 
Storage sheds must be located so as to minimize their impact on neighboring properties, roadways or 
common areas.  The location should take advantage of screening provided by existing or proposed 
structures, fences and/or vegetation. Landscape screening may be required. 
 
Whenever possible, storage sheds should be visually integrated with the existing house through the 
complementary use of materials, colors and details. 
 
The addition of storage sheds in attached housing shall be in accordance with the approved project 
standards established by the builder for location, screening, etc. In the absence of defined project 
standards the following Specific Guidelines shall apply. 
 
An outdoor storage shed is typically a simple, single-story roofed structure used for storage. Outdoor 
storage boxes (bins) do not require approval. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Wherever possible, built-in sheds should be integrated into the architecture of the house, walls or 
fencing. In attached housing the storage shed must be located against the rear wall and/or privacy 
fence and should not extend above the wall or fence. 

2. Storage sheds shall be located in rear or side yards. Location in front yards is prohibited. 
3. Size is generally limited to no larger than 80 square feet.  
4. Sheds should be either finished to match the house, be painted in a color that blends 

with the immediate surroundings or left to weather naturally. 
5. Storage sheds in a visible location shall require screening by fencing and/or landscaping 

to effectively reduce the visual impact from neighboring properties and street. 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any deck, patio, fencing, accessory 
structures, significant vegetation, property lines, and the proposed location of the shed. 

2. Photographs showing the house and the exact location of the proposed shed. 
3. If pre-constructed, a catalogue photograph or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of the shed, including 

dimensions, materials, and colors. 
4. If the storage shed is to be constructed, include a plan and elevation drawings, to scale, with 

dimensions, materials, and colors. If built against the rear wall of the house, also include this 
elevation incorporating the proposed shed. 

5. Where the use of fencing is proposed, include a drawing with dimensions, details material and 
color. 
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Storage of Boats, Trailers, Campers, Mobile Homes and 
Recreational Vehicles 
 
General Considerations 
 
Storage of boats, trailers, campers, mobile homes and recreational vehicles must be located so as to 
minimize their impact on neighboring properties, roadways or common areas. 
 
Specific guidelines concerning prohibited vehicle types and the areas in which permissible vehicles may 
be parked or stored are listed below. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The following types of vehicles shall not be permitted to be parked or stored in open view on any 
residential lot, common parking area, public street or private street: 

a. Any motorcycle, boat or boat trailer. 
b. Any motor home, mobile home, trailer, self-contained camper or fifth wheel vehicle. 
c. Any truck with a camper slip-on where the camper is higher than the roofline of the cab 

of the truck. 
d. Any other vehicle not defined above which is not normally or regularly used for daily 

transportation, including dune buggies, non-operational automobiles or other automotive 
equipment not licensed for use on the highways of Virginia. 

e. Any vehicle with commercial signs, advertising or visible commercial equipment will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 

f. Any private or public school or church bus. 
g. Any vehicle not in service or good repair. 

 
2. Any vehicle falling in the above classifications may be stored in a garage out of open view. 
3. Any vehicle falling in the above classifications that are owned by a resident may be temporarily 

parked in a private driveway or common parking area for a period not to exceed 48 hours. 
4. Prohibited vehicles owned by guest of residents may park such vehicles within the community for 

a period not to exceed 5 days. 
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Sunrooms/Greenhouses 
 
General Considerations 
 
Sunroom/greenhouse additions for single family detached need not be reviewed if they are a standard 
design option available within the approved project standards established by the builder. 
 
Sunroom and greenhouse additions should be planned and designed with the same care and consideration 
as initial house construction and shall be submitted and reviewed for approval. 
 
The sunroom/greenhouse addition shall be compatible with the existing house in style, character, scale, 
massing and the use of materials, colors and details. 
 
In general, sunroom/greenhouse additions to attached housing shall be limited to the options available in 
accordance with approved project standards established by the builder. In the absence of defined project 
standards the following Specific Guidelines shall apply. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The design and location should consider any adverse impact on neighboring properties 
through either the elimination of privacy or the removal of existing vegetation. 

2. Sunrooms/greenhouse additions shall be attached directly to the house. Freestanding 
structures are prohibited. 

3. Preferred locations are the rear or side of the house. The addition of a 
sunroom or greenhouse to the front or street-facing side of the house is not appropriate.  

4. The new roof pitch should be compatible with the existing roof. 
5. New windows and doors should be the same or compatible with those of the existing 

house. 
6. When located on a deck, the sunroom/greenhouse should be integrated both visually and 

structurally with the deck. 
7. Where the sunroom/greenhouse is to be located on an upper-level deck, special attention must be 

given to the massing of the addition; including the incorporation of structural skirting and/or 
landscaping to hide the understructure and visually integrate the sunroom/greenhouse with the 
house. 

8. Additions should be located to minimize any tree removal. 
9. Supplemental landscaping may be required to compensate for the removal of vegetation. 
 

Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house and any deck, patio, fencing, accessory 
structures, significant vegetation, property lines, easements, and the location of the proposed 
sunroom/greenhouse.  Documentation must be in compliance with all local and county zoning 
ordinances and regulations. 

2. Photographs showing the house and the location of the sunroom/greenhouse. 
3. Complete plan and elevation drawings, to scale, showing the house and the proposed addition. 
4. Detailed construction drawings. 
5. A list of all exterior materials and colors. 
6. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" of 'off-the-shelf' items, as applicable, 

including sizes, materials and colors. 
7. A landscape plan, as applicable. 
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Swimming Pools 
 
General Considerations 
 
When planning swimming pools, the size of the property, relationship to adjacent residences, and the size 
of the pool and related accessory structures must be considered. The location of pools should minimize 
their visual and acoustical impact on adjacent properties. Design and location should visually integrate the 
structure into its surroundings and should take advantage of the screening provided by existing 
vegetation. 
 
Due to limited space, the proximity of units, and the impact upon neighboring properties, the addition of a 
permanent swimming pool or a large temporary pool is not permitted in attached housing. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Swimming pools shall be located in rear yards as far away from adjacent residences as possible. 
No permanent swimming pool shall be located in a front or side yard. 

2. Mechanical equipment and other utility accessories must be located so as to minimize the effect on 
the adjacent property and minimize the acoustical impact to adjacent property owners in 
compliance with all local regulations and noise ordinances.  Screening is required. 

3. Swimming pools should be screened from adjacent properties by landscaping.  
4. No above ground pools will be permitted. 
5. No above ground enclosures or structures shall be permitted. 
6. All pool equipment, pumps, etc., must be enclosed. 
7. Pool fences shall be required and must be in compliance with local swimming pool ordinances. See 

fence section (page 46) for permitted pool fence styles. 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, any deck, patio, fencing, accessory structures, 
significant vegetation, property lines, and the proposed location of the swimming pool and 
accessory structures, including mechanical equipment. 

2. Photographs showing the house and the proposed location of the swimming pool. 
3. Detailed drawings, to scale, including plans and elevations, construction details, materials and 

colors of accessory structures. 
4. Manufacturer's literature identifying the type of fence and drawings indicating fence location, 

dimensions, details, material and color. 
5. A landscape plan indicating the type and location of proposed landscaping. 
6. Drawings or cut sheets of any lighting. Any above ground enclosure or structure will require 

review and approval for compatibility with architecture guidelines. 
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Trash Enclosures/Grills/Firewood 
 
General Considerations 
 
Trash enclosures, permanent grills and firewood storage should be located so as to minimize their impact 
on adjacent neighbors. 
 
The installation of trash enclosures and permanent grills are permitted on single-family detached lots 
only. Homeowner installation of trash enclosures is prohibited in attached and multifamily housing. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The enclosure must be located along either the rear or side of the house; trash enclosures are 
prohibited in front yards. 

2. The enclosure must be immediately adjacent to the house; if located on the side of the house it 
must be set back a minimum of 4' from the front of the house. 

3. Generally no more than one enclosure will be permitted on any property. 
4. The size of an enclosure is generally limited to 4' in height and 4' x 4' in dimension, and must screen 

the trash receptacles from the front and side. 
5. The enclosure should be sturdily constructed of wood, brick, stone or landscaping materials 

compatible with the adjacent architecture or approved fencing guidelines.  
6. The enclosure must be painted or stained to match the siding. 
7. If visible from the street, the enclosure should be screened by vegetation. 
8. The trash enclosure should be maintained so that it does not create a visual or environmental 

nuisance. 
9. Permanent grills must be placed in the rear yard of the house and as far as practical from the adjacent 

property lines. 
10. Firewood shall be kept neatly stacked, only on the rear ground level of the owner’s property within 

the yard. Firewood should be stacked in piles which do not exceed six feet in length and four feet 
in height for both aesthetic and safety considerations. 

11. A limited quantity of firewood intended for immediate use shall be allowed to be stacked on patios 
or decks. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, any accessory structures, significant vegetation, 
property lines, and the location of the proposed trash enclosure. 

2. Photographs showing the house and site marked to show the location of the proposed enclosure. 
3. Include a plan and elevation drawing(s) identifying dimensions, material, and color. 
4. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicating the proposed type and location of vegetation 

or other screening, existing or proposed. 
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Tree Removal 
 
General Considerations 
 
Trees are an integral part of the overall image and character of Stone Ridge and must be protected. Trees 
located on lots, within woods and other natural areas may not be disturbed without specific approval. 
 
In general, the removal of trees will be approved if the tree is dead or if there is danger to people or 
property or if detrimental conditions exist. Detrimental conditions include the physical intrusion by roots 
and branches on houses in a way that causes damage, excessive shade, or block views and sight lines. 
Overgrowth may also be considered detrimental. 
 
Due to the proximity of units, the removal of trees on individual properties in attached housing will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. Approval is required to remove any large tree, either deciduous or evergreen whose trunk 
measures 4" in diameter (or 12 1/2" in circumference) when measured at a height of 
approximately four feet from the ground. 

2. Approval must be obtained to remove any live ornamental tree (dogwood, holly, cherry, etc.) larger 
than 2" in diameter. 

3. The installation of an appropriate replacement tree shall be required as a stipulation for allowing 
removal of a tree.  Minimum replacement tree size shall be 2” caliper for a deciduous/evergreen 
tree and 1 ½” caliper for an ornamental tree. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, driveway, property lines and the location of 
tree(s) to be removed. 

2. Photographs showing the house and the property identifying the tree(s) to be removed. 
3. A description of the tree(s) to be removed and the reason for removal. The tree(s) should be 

marked with a ribbon or spray paint for easy identification. 
4. Information regarding any replacement plantings, if applicable. 
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Trellises/Arbors/Gazebos 
 
General Considerations 
 
Trellises, arbors and gazebos should be designed and located so as to be compatible with the existing 
house in style, character, scale, materials and colors. 
 
In general, the addition of a trellis should be integrated visually and structurally with the rear deck of the 
house. Freestanding arbors should complement the overall composition of the yard. 
 
The addition of a trellis/arbor in attached housing shall be in accordance with the approved project standards 
established by the builder for location, size, etc. In the absence of defined project standards the following 
Specific Guidelines shall apply. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 

1. The preferred location should be integrated with the rear yard deck. A freestanding gazebo, trellis 
or arbor should be located in the rear yard. 

2. Size, height, materials, and colors should be harmonious with the size of the property and the 
architecture of the house, deck, patio, fence, etc. 

 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. A copy of the existing site plan showing the house, any deck, patio, fencing, accessory structures, 
significant vegetation, property lines, and the proposed location of the trellis, arbor or gazebo. 

2. Photographs showing the house and the proposed location of the trellis or arbor. 
3. Drawings, to scale, including plan and elevations, materials and colors. 
4. If a prefabricated trellis/arbor is proposed, include a catalogue photograph and/or manufacturer's 

"cut sheets" with dimensions, materials and colors. 
5. Where applicable, provide a planting plan indicating the type and location of proposed landscaping. 
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Vegetable Gardens 
Revised 4/3/12 
 
No application is required for a vegetable garden.  However, guidelines must be followed. 
 
General Considerations 
 
For single family homes, the preferred location of a vegetable garden should be located behind the home 
to minimize the visual impact from neighboring properties and common areas; however, side yard 
vegetable gardens are permitted but should be located in an area that minimizes the visibility from the 
street.  For town homes, vegetable gardens shall be placed behind the home, preferable screened by a 
perimeter fence and shall not be located in the side yard due to the enhanced visual impact from the street 
and potential encroachment on common areas. For both single family and town homes, Vegetable gardens 
are not permitted in the front yard of the home. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 
Vegetable gardens must not exceed 100 square feet or exceed six feet in height at maturity.    
 
Maintenance Requirements 
 

1. Gardens must be maintained in a neat weed-free state and not encroach upon another lot or 
adjoining fence.   

2. At the end of each growing season all plant material must be removed and disposed of properly.  
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Windows 
 
General Considerations 
 
Windows shall be compatible in style with the architecture of the house. Storm/screen windows must not 
distract from or alter the appearance of the house. 
 
Windows shall be of quality material and workmanship, and consistent in proportion, detailing and style. 
The type, style, material, color, detailing and installation of a new or replacement window must be 
consistent with that of existing windows. 
 
Generally, no application is required for the replacement of existing windows, and/or the 
installation/replacement of storm/screen windows, that are exact in type, style and color. 
 
The addition/replacement of windows, including storm/screen windows, in attached and multifamily 
housing shall be in accordance with the approved project standards established by the builder. In the 
absence of defined project standards the following Specific Guidelines shall apply. 
 
Specific Guidelines 
 
Window Additions/Replacements 

1. New windows, including sliding or French doors, must be compatible in style and 
character with existing windows, and their proposed locations must be appropriate to the 
architecture of the house. 

2. Individual replacement windows must match or be compatible with existing windows in design, 
configuration, material, frame width, and color. 

3. Window frames shall be clad or painted in white, dark anodized "bronze", or a color consistent with 
other windows. Mill-finished clear or gold anodized aluminum is not permitted. 

4. Windows shall have clear glass. Highly reflective glass tinting is not permitted. 
 
Storm/Screen Windows 

1. Storm/screen windows must not substantially alter the appearance of the existing 
windows. 

2. When installed over existing windows, storm/screen window frames should be of the same material 
and have a similar color as the existing window frames. 

3. Additional storm/screen windows must match the type, material, frame width, and color of the 
existing storm/screen windows. 

4. Storm/screen windows must be kept in good repair. 
 
Submission Requirements 
 

1. Photographs showing the house, existing windows and doors and the proposed location of new 
and/or replacement windows. 

2. Where new windows are proposed, elevation drawings, to scale, showing the existing house and 
the proposed location of the windows. 

3. Catalogue photographs or manufacturer's "cut sheets" identifying window type and style, 
including the specific "name" of the window, if applicable, and dimensions, materials and colors. 

4. A sample of the window frame finish and color, if applicable. 
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Wires and Cables 
 
General Considerations 
 
Wires and cables, including those installed to convey radio or television signals, shall be hidden, buried or 
secured flush with the side of each house so as to minimize their visibility. 
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Miscellaneous 
 
Authority and Enforcement 
 
Pursuant to Article 9 of the Declaration for Stone Ridge, the Covenants Committee ("Committee") is 
directed to adopt design standards and design guidelines for the Property and review and approve or 
disapprove the plans for any visible additions, alterations or modifications to the exterior of existing 
improvements located on the Property in order to ensure the quality and compatibility of the style of 
improvements on the Property. The Committee may also establish its own applications and procedures, 
and has the full authority to amend such standards, guidelines and procedures. 
 
Waiver, Amendment and Third Party Benefit 
 
The Committee maintains the right from time to time, at its sole discretion, to amend or modify these 
Guidelines. Neither the Committee nor its agents, representatives or employees shall be liable for failure 
to follow these Guidelines as herein defined. These Guidelines confer no third party benefit or right upon 
any entity, person or lot owner or builder. 
 
Non-Liability of the Subcommittee 
 
Neither the Committee nor its respective members, Secretary, successors, assigns, agents, representatives, 
employees or attorneys shall be liable for damages or otherwise to anyone submitting plans to it for 
approval, or to any Applicant by reason of mistake in judgment, negligence or non-feasance, arising out 
of any action of the Committee with respect to any submission, or for failure to follow these Procedures 
or Guidelines. The role of the Committee is directed toward review and approval of site planning, 
appearance, architectural design and aesthetics. The Committee assumes no responsibility with regard to 
design or construction, including, without limitation, the civil, structural, mechanical, plumbing or 
electrical design, methods of construction, or technical suitability of materials. 
 
Accuracy of Information 
 
Any person submitting plans to the Committee shall be responsible for verification and accuracy of all 
components of such submission, including, without limitation, all site dimensions, grades, elevations, 
utility locations and other pertinent features of the site or plans. 
 
Lot Owner and/or Applicant Representation 
 
Each Lot Owner represents by the act of entering into the review process with the Committee that all 
representatives of such Lot Owner, including, but not limited to, the builder, architect, engineer, and/or 
subcontractor, such agents and their employees, shall be made aware by the Lot Owner of all applicable 
requirements of the Committee and shall abide by these Guidelines and the Declaration with respect to 
approval of development plans and specifications. 
 
Conflicts with the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions 
 
In the event of a conflict between these Guidelines and the terms of the Declaration, the Declaration shall 
govern. 
 
Stone Ridge Association-Use Restriction 
 
The Board of Directors of the Stone Ridge Association, Inc., may from time to time promulgate use 
restrictions governing the use of lots and Association common areas. Each Lot Owner should review any 
such use restrictions to ensure that lot improvements are in compliance with such use restrictions. 
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Regulatory Compliance 
 
It is the responsibility of the Lot Owner to obtain all necessary permits and ensure compliance with all 
applicable governmental regulations and other requirements. Plans submitted for Subcommittee review 
shall comply with all applicable building codes, zoning regulations and the requirements of all 
governmental entities having jurisdiction over the building project or property with Stone Ridge. 
Regulatory approvals do not pre-empt the design review authority of the Committee, and Committee 
approval does not incorporate any governmental approvals, which governmental approvals shall be the 
sole responsibility of the Lot Owner. 
 
Design Guidelines and Loudoun County Standards 
 
Where the provisions of applicable Loudoun County Standards are more restrictive than the provisions of 
these Guidelines, the Loudoun County Standards shall be controlling. Where the provisions of these 
Guidelines are more restrictive than the provisions of the applicable Loudoun County Standards, then 
these Guidelines shall be controlling. No variance from Loudoun County Standards may be requested 
unless the prior written approval of the Subcommittee has been obtained. 
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